Notice of Nondiscrimination

Under institutional policy, as well as under state and federal law (including Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and the Age Discrimination Act), Colby-Sawyer College admits students of any race, color, gender, or national and ethnic origin to all rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the college. Similarly, Colby-Sawyer College does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, gender, religious preference, disability, age, sexual orientation, sexual identity, or national and ethnic origin in employment or in the administration of its educational policies, mission, scholarship and loan programs, athletic and other college administered programs. Colby-Sawyer College has designated multiple individuals to coordinate its nondiscrimination compliance efforts. Questions, complaints, or concerns about issues of discrimination or harassment, including complaints of sex discrimination in violation of Title IX and age discrimination in violation of the Age Discrimination Act, may be directed as follows:

- For Students: Associate Dean of Students, Ware Campus Center, Room 203. Phone: 603-526-3755.
- For Non-Faculty Employees: Director of Human Resources, Colgate 123. Phone: 603-526-3740.
- For Faculty: Academic Vice-President and Dean of Faculty, Colgate 131. Phone: 603-526-3760.

In addition, complaints of discrimination on the basis of sex may be directed to: Assistant Secretary, United States Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue SW, Washington, D.C. 20202.

Colby-Sawyer College has adopted grievance procedures to respond to complaints of discrimination or harassment, as follows:

- For Complaints about Students: Student Handbook, Academic and Student Life Standards of Conduct.
- For Complaints about Non-Faculty Employees: Staff Handbook, Section 2.
- For Complaints about Faculty: Faculty Handbook, Section 2.10.3 and 2.10.4.

Faculty at Colby-Sawyer College are bound by the Employee Handbook in addition to this Faculty Handbook. The Employee Handbook can be found on the Colby-Sawyer Website at: www.colby-sawyer.edu/people-offices/hr/handbook/index.html.
Part I: Organization and Governance

This section of the Colby-Sawyer College *Faculty Handbook* describes the organization and governance of the college. This section is updated administratively from time to time to reflect current structures and practices.

1.1 History, Mission, and Organization

1.1.1 History

History
1837 New London Academy
1878 Colby Academy
1928 Colby Junior College for Women
1975 Colby-Sawyer College

Colby-Sawyer is a college that has grown and changed in response to changing times and the educational needs of students. The college had its origin in 1837 when a legislative charter was granted to eleven New London citizens for the purpose of establishing a school in the town. In May of 1838, the Academy welcomed its first students who began what was to become a cherished tradition of education. The original New London Academy Building now houses the New London Town Offices.

Susan Colby served as the first teacher and principal. She later married James B. Colgate of New York, but remained actively involved with the school’s progress. Each generation of Susan Colby Colgate’s family has been identified with the life of the college. Colgate Hall, a central classroom and office building on campus, was the gift of her daughter, Mary Colgate. The special relationship with the Colby family was formally recognized in 1878, when the New London Academy was renamed Colby Academy.

In 1928, after ninety years as a coeducational academy, Colby Academy became a junior college for women. Under the leadership of President H. Leslie Sawyer, Colby Junior College became widely recognized and acquired a national reputation. Enrollment grew and new buildings were constructed to meet the growing number of applicants to the college’s programs. In 1943, the College Charter was amended to allow for the introduction of baccalaureate programs. As these programs were gradually expanded, more and more students enrolled and the character of the college shifted as women began to move in increasing numbers into the baccalaureate programs. In 1975, the college was renamed Colby-Sawyer in honor of its first president and in recognition of its enlarged mission. In 1989, the Board of Trustees voted to re-admit men, returning the college to its coeducational roots.

Dr. Sawyer served as president until his retirement in 1955. His successors contributed to further growth and expansion, each one leaving an individual stamp as a scholar and educator on the college. Presidents Eugene M. Austin (1955-1962) and Everett Woodman (1962-1972) shaped the development and diversity of the student body and had a vision for the future during a period
of unusual prosperity. The college began its transition to a senior institution during the administration of President Louis C. Vaccaro (1972-1978) and completed this change under President H. Nicholas Muller, III (1978-1986). Dr. Muller was instrumental in the establishment of the new Library/Learning Center which won awards for its innovative design and today provides an environment which is extraordinarily conducive to study and learning.

President Peggy A. Stock (1986-1995) was the sixth (and the first woman) president of the college. Under Dr. Stock’s guidance, enrollment grew, the college completed its first capital campaign, and many buildings were constructed or renovated. Among them were the Hogan Sports Center, for athletics, recreation and fitness; Rooke Hall, a 100 student apartment-style residence hall; the Ware Campus Center; and facilities for academic and career development.

President Anne Ponder became the seventh president of Colby-Sawyer College in March of 1996. A nationally known expert in programs for gifted and talented college students, Dr. Ponder served as vice president at Kenyon College of Gambier, Ohio before she became president of Colby-Sawyer. Anne Ponder served as the seventh president of Colby-Sawyer College from 1996 to 2005. She led the largest capital campaign in college history, raising more than $40 million for endowment, capital projects, and academic support. Earlier in her tenure, President Ponder led a drive to return a historic building, now named Lethbridge Lodge, to campus for student use, extended the college’s contiguous landholdings to 200 acres, and built two new residence halls, Danforth and Lawson Halls.

In August 2006, Thomas C. Galligan Jr., the former dean and professor of law at the University of Tennessee College of Law, took office as the college’s eighth president. Following a nationwide search, President Galligan was selected unanimously by the Board of Trustees. In the first two years of his tenure at Colby-Sawyer, the entire college community has worked together to lead an enrollment increase, renovate several of the older residence halls, engage in a collaborative discussion to develop a new strategic plan to guide the college toward the future, and add even more points of mutually beneficial contact to the town-gown relationship.

1.1.2 Mission
Colby-Sawyer College, founded as a coeducational academy in 1837 and engaged in higher education since 1928, is an independent, coeducational, residential, undergraduate college which strives to lead in offering co-equal education to women and men. The college provides programs of study which innovatively integrate liberal arts and sciences with professional preparation. Through all of its programs, the college encourages students of varied backgrounds and abilities to realize their full intellectual and personal potential so that they may gain understanding about themselves, others and the major forces shaping our rapidly changing and pluralistic world.

Colby-Sawyer College fosters academic excellence and individual development in an environment that:

a. is committed to the liberal studies as a foundation for lifelong learning;

b. provides close interaction among faculty, staff, and students;
c. emphasizes the importance of internship and other complementary educational experiences as a component of its academic programs;

d. challenges students to participate in leadership opportunities in and outside of the classroom as a way of enhancing their individual development;

e. enables graduates to define and pursue varied personal, educational, and career options.
1.2
Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees is the legal governing body and the chartered legal entity for Colby-Sawyer College. As such, it is the final institutional authority and grants all degrees awarded by the institution, upon the recommendation of the academic vice president and dean of faculty. Its primary responsibility is the articulation of general educational policies and academic goals. In so doing, it is obligated to protect the financial resources of the college, plan and direct the financial resources and relate them to the needs of the present and the future of the college. While maintaining a general overview, the Board entrusts the conduct of administration of the college to the president and through the president to other administrative officers of the institution; the board entrusts to the faculty the conduct of teaching, scholarship, research and recommending and advising on curriculum. When ignorance or ill-will threatens the institution or any part of it (e.g., an attack on academic freedom), the board is available for support of the president, the faculty, or the student body, thereby defending the vested interest of society in Colby-Sawyer College.

1.3
Administrative Structure

1.3.1
The President
The president is appointed by the Board of Trustees, with the involvement of the faculty, staff, and students in the selection process. As the chief executive officer of the college, the president supervises and directs its affairs. It is the duty of the president to assure that the standards and procedures in operational use within the institution conform to the policies established by the Board of Trustees and to the standards of sound academic practice. The president shares responsibility for the definition and attainment of goals and for operating the communications systems which link the components of the college. The president is largely responsible for the maintenance of existing institutional resources and the creation of new resources, and is the chief spokesperson and representative of the college. In all these areas, the responsibilities of the president are to plan, organize, direct and represent.

Responsibilities

a. Executes the acts and policies of the board.

b. Is responsible ultimately for all operations of the college.

c. Is empowered by the board to retain, dismiss and determine the compensation for college employees.

d. Has general charge of the intellectual and social life of the college.

The president is a non-voting ex officio member of all standing committees of the board, faculty, and college, and of the faculty of the college and of all its committees, with the exception of the Academic Review Board.
1.3.2
Officers Reporting to the President
1. Academic vice president and dean of faculty

2. Vice president for administration

3. Treasurer

4. Vice president for advancement

5. Vice president for enrollment management

6. Vice president for student development and dean of students

1.3.2.1
Academic Vice President and Dean of Faculty
The academic vice president and dean of faculty is the chief academic officer and oversees the development, implementation, and evaluation of academic policies and programs; recommends to the president the allocation of resources among academic units; recommends to the president all appointments, promotions, tenure, and sabbatical leaves of academic personnel; is responsible for coordinating the academic planning and budgeting process; and, when requested, represents the president inside and outside the college community.

1.3.2.2
Vice President for Administration
The vice president for administration oversees business and administrative functions and athletics. Among the responsibilities are administration of contract services and auxiliary enterprises, coordination of all physical plant programs including major construction, management of risk reduction and insurance programs, and administration of human resources and personnel programs including faculty and staff benefits.

1.3.2.3
Vice President for Advancement
The vice president for advancement is responsible for the management and direction of all development and alumni affairs efforts that promote the college’s visibility and capacity to contribute to the financial health of the institution.

1.3.2.4
Treasurer
The treasurer is responsible for the fiscal management of the college. Among the responsibilities are administration of all fiscal management systems, and the development and maintenance of the basic financial accounting and records system.
1.3.2.5
Vice President for Student Development and Dean of Students
The vice president for student development and dean of students is responsible for the student development area, including programs in residential education, health and counseling, campus safety, campus activities, citizenship education, new student orientation and leadership development.

1.3.2.6
Vice President for Enrollment Management
The vice president for enrollment management is responsible for admissions, financial aid, and retention activities.

1.3.3
Department Chairs
The individual responsible for directing an academic unit shall be known as the “chair.” Each department will have a chair or acting chair.

A department chair shares in the administration of the college, is responsible for representing views of the faculty to administrators, and for communicating administrative information to the department. Chairs are evaluated yearly by the academic vice president and dean of faculty according to procedures and objectives agreed upon between the chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

1.3.3.1
Method of Selection
The chair of a department is appointed by the academic vice president and dean of faculty. When a vacancy occurs, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, in consultation with the department members, will determine whether an external or internal chair will be sought. If an internal chair is sought, all members of the department will nominate a candidate giving their reasons for selection. These nominations will be submitted in writing to the academic vice president and dean of faculty. If an external chair is sought, the procedures outlined in 2.3 will be followed.

1.3.3.2
Responsibilities
The department chair has all of the responsibilities of a faculty member. In addition, the following responsibilities apply to the role of the chair:

a. General Administrative Responsibilities – those pertaining to maintaining and improving the relationships of the department and the college community.
   1. Develop and implement the department’s mission, goals, and objectives as they relate to the college mission and strategic plan.
   2. Report accomplishments and concerns to administration.
   3. Develop and evaluate department goals and objectives as they relate to college-wide goals and objectives.
4. Serve as liaison with various divisions of the college, e.g., admissions, advancement, career development.
5. Plan and conduct department meetings at least once a month and submit minutes of such meetings to the academic vice president and dean of faculty’s office.
6. In consultation with department members, prepare and submit to the academic vice president and dean of faculty an annual department report (no later than June 15).

b. Business and Financial Responsibilities – those required for the financial management and conduct of the department, such as administering allotments for supplies and equipment, revising budgets, keeping records, and initiating and approving requests.
   1. Prepare and manage the budget.
   2. Offer general oversight for specialized teaching equipment.
   3. Work with the Office of the Academic Vice President and Dean of Faculty and the Development Office in seeking outside funding.
   4. Approve all department expenditures.

c. Personnel Oriented Responsibilities – those pertaining to the appointment, supervision, development, evaluation, or dismissal of any faculty person in the department.
   1. Assign faculty to teaching schedules, coordinating such schedules with the members of the department, the registrar, the other department chairs, and with the guidelines established by the academic dean.
   2. Assist the academic dean and registrar in determining course cancellations and course limits, if any.
   3. Support the professional development of the departmental faculty to maintain or improve their teaching abilities and professional competence.
   4. Carry out the evaluation of department members for purposes of retention, promotion, tenure, and post tenure review.
   5. Assist with and review the proposals of departmental members for grants, travel requests, and sabbatical requests.
   6. Consult with the academic vice president and dean of faculty in regard to faculty workload.
   7. Share with administrators and department members the responsibility for full-time, pro rata, and adjunct faculty recruitment.
   8. Support collaboration within the department and across the college.
   9. Provide an on-going orientation for new faculty.
   10. Supervise adjunct faculty.

d. Curriculum and Instruction Responsibilities – those relating directly to the planning and administration of curriculum and instruction including any revision, modification, adaptation, or development of teaching materials, or courses of study.
   1. Ensure the academic quality of the department and its degree programs in collaboration with department colleagues.
   2. Where appropriate, support the formation of articulation agreements with other institutions.
   3. Prepare, with the assistance of the department, material for the College Catalog and submit these materials to the director of academic affairs.
4. Review and supervise instructional practices.
5. Initiate, plan, and develop new courses and programs to meet changing needs of society.
6. Assist faculty advisors in monitoring degree students with regard to meeting program requirements; serve as department liaison with the registrar for this purpose.
7. Where appropriate, coordinate accreditation activities and the relationships with external agencies.

1.3.3

Term of Office and Removal of Chair
The department chair is normally selected in April to serve a term of five years. The academic year for a department chair includes one month through and extending beyond the week after Commencement. The chair may be reappointed if the department members so recommend and the academic vice president and dean of faculty concurs.

The department chair can be relieved of administrative duties at any time during the term of appointment. The academic vice president and dean of faculty can relieve the department chair after consultation with the department and after the chair has had the opportunity to respond to the academic vice president and dean of faculty concerning the problem. Being relieved of administrative duties does not affect the individual’s status as a faculty member.

When a department chair is to be absent for a period of one month or less, the chair has the authority to appoint a substitute from within the department with the authorization of the academic vice president and dean of faculty. When the absence is unforeseen or will be for more than a month, the academic vice president and dean of faculty will appoint an acting chair after consultation with the department.

1.3.4

Academic Dean
The academic dean reports directly to the academic vice president and dean of faculty and is responsible for the coordination and management of academic support services and of assessment activities.

1.4

College Governance
To meet its educational goals, the college is committed to joint planning and effort where appropriate with relevant constituencies of the college. It is important to preserve the distinction between the institutional system of communication and the system of responsibility and accountability for administrative decisions.

The primary responsibilities of the Board of Trustees and the president are outlined in Sections 1.2 and 1.3. One of the primary responsibilities of the faculty is implementing the educational goals of the college by serving an important role in determining and evaluating degree requirements, appropriate curricula, methods of instruction, research, faculty status, and those aspects of student life which relate to the educational process. The power of review or final decision in all these areas is lodged in the Board of Trustees or delegated by the board to the president.
Responsible joint planning and effort by all components of the college occur in established and in ad hoc bodies. Established bodies for faculty participation include the academic departments, and the standing committees of the college.

Joint planning and effort also occur in ad hoc groups composed of both faculty and administrative representatives. It is recognized that such groups must be broadly representative. Again, the decisions of such committees are shared with all areas of the college.

1.5 The Student Government Association of Colby-Sawyer College (See Student Handbook for the Constitution and Bylaws)

1.6 Administrative Committees and Councils

1.6.1 The Senior Staff
The Senior Staff is chaired by the president and consists of the academic vice president and dean of faculty, the vice president for administration, the treasurer, the vice president for advancement, the vice president for student development and dean of students, and the vice president for enrollment management.

The president’s executive assistant serves as secretary for the Senior Staff, which has responsibilities to the president as follows:

a. To provide effective administrative leadership for the college by planning, coordinating, and evaluating all areas of college life.

b. To articulate the vision of the institution.

c. To initiate, develop, and implement strategies designed to achieve the goals and objectives of the college.

Meeting times are weekly or at the call of the president.

1.6.2 Academic Council
The Academic Council is chaired by the academic vice president and dean of faculty and consists of department chairs, the academic dean, vice president for student development and dean of students, and the director of Information Resources. The responsibilities of this council are as follows:

a. To share information among the members of the Academic Council.
b. To advise the academic vice president and dean of faculty in the administration of the academic areas.

c. To assist in the administration of academic programs.

d. To address common academic concerns, including, but not limited to, policies and guidelines regarding student fellowships, scholarships and awards, and college academic events that recognize student achievement.

e. To develop plans to support the mission and strategic goals of the college.

Meeting times are monthly or at the call of the academic vice president and dean of faculty.
Part II: Faculty Handbook

2.0
The Constitution of the Faculty of Colby-Sawyer College

2.0.1
Article I: Name
The name of this body shall be the faculty of the college.

2.0.2
Article II: Purpose
The purpose of the faculty of the college shall be to develop and recommend the educational policies and programs of the college and to express advice and opinions to the appropriate administrative officers.

2.0.3
Article III: Powers
The faculty of the college shall establish bylaws which provide for membership in the faculty of the college, officers and their duties, meeting procedures and a committee structure for the faculty of the college.

2.0.4
Article IV: Amendment
The Faculty Constitution may be amended, a quorum being present, by three fourths of the full time and pro rata faculty members present in a regular or special meeting called for the purpose of amendment. Such amendment becomes effective only after approval by a vote of the Board of Trustees.

2.1
Bylaws of the Faculty of Colby-Sawyer College

2.1.1
Article I: Membership

Section 1
The voting members of the faculty of the college are:

a. the ranked, full-time faculty;

b. the ranked pro rata faculty;

c. per course, adjunct faculty who are teaching six or more credit hours or 9 or more contact hours in a given semester;

d. administrators with faculty rank, including professional librarians with faculty rank;
e. any others elected annually who, by two-thirds majority of the membership, a quorum being present, may be voting members. Those in this category who do not have faculty contracts may serve on all committees and councils except Faculty Personnel Committee and the Academic Review Board. Voting privileges and committee/council service shall not affect contractual status.

Section 2
Nonvoting members are the emeriti, the president, the vice president for administration, the vice president for advancement, the vice president for student development and dean of students, the vice president for enrollment management, and per course adjunct faculty members who teach fewer than six credits or nine contact hours in a given semester, all of whom are free to participate in discussion.

2.1.2
Article II: Officers

Section 1
Annually in April the body shall elect from its voting faculty members a moderator of faculty meetings who will conduct the faculty meetings. The moderator will serve a one year term. Following the term of service, the former moderator shall serve in a mentoring capacity to the new moderator for one semester. In the absence of the moderator, the faculty representative to the Board of Trustees shall conduct faculty meetings.

Section 2
Biannually in April the body shall elect from its voting faculty members one or two representatives of the faculty who may, dependent upon Board of Trustees Bylaws, serve a concurrent two-year term as non-voting representative(s) to the Board of Trustees. The role of faculty representative(s) may be held by one individual or jointly by two individuals. If the faculty representative(s) to the Board of Trustees is unable to attend a meeting of the Board of Trustees, the moderator will attend in his or her place; if neither can attend, the faculty representative(s) to the Board of Trustees shall appoint a replacement from the full-time faculty of the college.

2.1.3
Article III: Meetings

Section 1
The faculty moderator shall schedule meetings of the faculty of the college at least monthly. The president may, through the moderator, call a special meeting at any time.

Section 2
Responsibility for preparing agendas and calling meetings by sending notices of time and place rests with the faculty moderator. The moderator will also preside at the meetings.
2.1.4  
**Article IV: Mode of Conducting Business**

**Section 1**  
In formal sessions, the faculty of the college shall consider and ultimately, by majority vote, a quorum being present, accept, amend, or reject proposals brought to it from proposing agencies of the faculty, administrative officers, or ten (10) voting members of the faculty by petition, all of which proposals must have been placed on the agenda of the meeting of the faculty by the faculty moderator.

**Section 2**  
A quorum shall consist of a simple majority of the full-time and pro rata faculty.

**Section 3**  
All proposals shall be submitted in writing to the faculty moderator.

**Section 4**  
Presentation of a proposal to the faculty of the college shall be made by the proposing agency.

**Section 5**  
A petition signed by ten (10) or more voting members of the faculty of the college or a request from an administrative officer or proposing agency shall require the faculty moderator to place any proposal on the agenda of the next meeting of the faculty of the college.

**Section 6**  
Certification of students for graduation shall automatically require a vote by the faculty of the college. All such proposals shall be distributed in writing to the members at least forty-eight hours prior to consideration; this rule may be waived by a two-thirds vote, a quorum being present.

**Section 7**  
Proposals recommended by the faculty shall be forwarded to the academic vice president and dean of faculty with a copy to the president. The academic vice president and dean of faculty shall forward his or her recommendation to the president with a copy to the faculty moderator. The president shall forward his or her decision to the academic vice president and dean of faculty and the faculty moderator and through the moderator to the faculty of the college; the president will include rationale for any rejections of faculty proposals.

**Section 8**  
Proposals and resolutions approved by the faculty by majority vote of the membership may be sent to the appropriate college administrators and or committees.

**Section 9**  
Voting shall be by ballot when:

a. There is an election to fill a vacancy on an elected committee;
b. The proposing agency so requests;  
c. Seven or more voting members so request.

Section 10
Robert’s Rules of Order shall govern the body in all cases to which they are applicable and in which they are not inconsistent with the bylaws of the body. Robert’s Rules of Order may be suspended temporarily by a two-thirds vote of the members present.

2.1.5
Article V: Responsibilities of the Faculty Moderator

Section 1
a. To review and seek improvements in existing college policies by initiating them through proper channels, by coordinating and stimulating committee activities and by directing proposals to the faculty or to administrative officers and councils as appropriate.

b. To consider proposals sent to the moderator from administrative officers, proposing agencies (committees and councils) of the faculty, or faculty by petition, and after due consideration, to follow one of these procedures:
   1. Refer the proposal to the faculty of the college for vote when the proposal requires a vote by the faculty;
   2. Forward the proposal to the appropriate administrative officer;
   3. Return the proposal to its originator asking that the proposal be resubmitted after clarification.

c. To receive and consider annual reports from all committees of the faculty of the college by May 1, and to make these available electronically to members of the faculty of the college and administrative officers, including the president;

d. To arrange meetings of the faculty, to prepare agendas for such meetings, and to notify members of the time and place;

e. To prepare annually in April a written slate of nominees for all elected faculty members of committees and councils.

On or before April 1, the faculty moderator shall distribute forms on which, on or before April 15, individual faculty members may make suggestions for nominations. After determining the willingness of those nominated to serve, the moderator shall prepare a slate of nominees for election at an April meeting of the faculty.

Any vacancy in faculty representation shall be filled by election at the first meeting of the faculty subsequent to the occurrence of the vacancy. The moderator shall prepare a slate.

Section 2
The chairs of the faculty committees, the faculty representative(s) to the Board of Trustees, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, and the moderator will act as an executive
committee of the faculty as needed; the moderator will chair this group. This body may initiate proposals as well and send them to the faculty. It will act as the Faculty Handbook committee.

2.1.6 Article VI: Committees
The following committees are approved as committees of the faculty of the college.

a. Academic Policies Committee;
b. Committee for Faculty Development and Research;
c. Faculty Personnel Committee;
d. Academic Review Board.

These committees of the faculty along with the rules of procedure governing committees of the faculty are found in Articles VI and VII.

Faculty may also be asked to serve on college-wide councils and are elected or appointed to said councils through the moderator or academic vice president and dean of faculty. The faculty affirms its responsibility and privilege to take a position on statements, policies, and actions advanced by the college-wide committees, such responsibility and privilege to be exercised through either its elected and appointed representatives to the aforementioned committees or through its actions and statements in session assembled.

Regular reports of actions of these college-wide councils will be given at meetings of the faculty of the college when placed on the agenda as needed by the faculty moderator. The faculty may then recommend a course of action or give its view to the administration of the college on matters which do not require formal faculty approval.

2.1.7 Article VII: Amendment
Amendment of these Bylaws will be by a two thirds vote of the faculty of the college at a regular or special meeting of the faculty of the college. The procedures for placing an amendment on the agenda shall be as in Article IV, Section 1 of these Bylaws. No bylaw may be in violation of the Bylaws of the Board of Trustees or the Constitution of the faculty of the college as approved by the Board of Trustees. The faculty further may not place a college-wide committee of the college under the Bylaws of the Faculty.

2.1.7.1 General Policies on Elections and Vacancies on Committees

2.1.7.1.1 Election

Section 1
Balloting for elected committees, college-wide committees, positions and offices of the faculty of the college will be held annually at the first faculty meeting in April.
Section 2
A slate of nominees prepared by the faculty moderator will be distributed in written form; nominations will be accepted from the floor before balloting begins.

2.1.7.1.2
Filling of Vacancies of Elected Committees

Section 1
Any vacancy in faculty representation shall be filled by election at the first meeting of the faculty of the college subsequent to the occurrence of the vacancy. The faculty moderator shall prepare a slate.

2.1.7.1.3
General Regulations Concerning Membership and Procedures of Faculty Committees

Section 1
Full-time and ranked pro rata members of the faculty of the college, with the exception of first-year faculty, are expected to serve on a minimum of one committee or council each academic year. Full-time and ranked pro rata faculty not serving as appointed or elected members of college-wide committees and councils may expect to serve on ad hoc or special committees appointed during the academic year.

Section 2
The president and academic vice president and dean of faculty, at their option, are ex officio members of all committees except the Academic Review Board. Ex officio members have all the privileges of membership, except the right to vote.

Section 3
Administrative officers, staff, alumni, and others may be asked to serve on college-wide committees or councils of the college.

Section 4
The Student Government Association may elect or appoint representatives to the Academic Policies Committee. The voting rights of student representatives shall be determined by the faculty committees.

Section 5
A quorum shall consist of a simple majority of full-time and pro rata faculty, excluding ex officio members.

Section 6
Unexpected vacancies shall be filled in the manner specified for regular appointment or election at the first faculty meeting after the vacancy occurs.

Section 7
Mode of Constitution of Committees
a. The regular committees of the faculty are the Faculty Personnel Committee, the Committee for Faculty Development and Research, the Academic Policies Committee, and the Academic Review Board.

b. Ad hoc committees may be created by the faculty or by administrative appointment.

Section 8
Chairs and Secretaries

a. Chairs and secretaries of appropriate faculty committees shall be elected in May by the next year’s committee members.

b. The chair of an ad hoc committee shall be elected by the faculty if the faculty creates the ad hoc committee; if the ad hoc committee is created by administrative appointment, the chair shall be designated by the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

Section 9
Duties of the Chair of a Committee

a. To call meetings of the committee as often as necessary for effective execution of the responsibilities of the committee.

b. To plan the agendas and to conduct committee meetings.

c. To prepare budget requests and maintain accounts of expenditures.

d. To attend to necessary correspondence and reports, including an annual report of committee business submitted by May 1 to the faculty moderator.

e. To seek and formulate proposals.

f. To serve as speaker for the committee or delegate others to do so.

g. To see that all matters within the province of the committee are dealt with in the best interests of the whole college.

h. To implement as necessary all pertinent recommendations accepted by the president or received from the president’s office.

i. To communicate effectively with the college community where appropriate.

Section 10
Duties of the Secretary of a Committee
a. To keep minutes of the meetings of the committee and assure that minutes are available electronically to the faculty of the college and appropriate administrative offices within seven days.

b. To assist the chair in any way possible.

c. To substitute for the chair when necessary.

2.1.7.2
The Faculty Committees

2.1.7.2.1
Faculty Personnel Committee

a. Responsibilities
   1. To recommend policies concerning promotion, tenure, and evaluation of faculty;
   2. To make recommendations concerning applications for promotion and tenure to the academic vice president and dean of faculty with copies to the president;
   3. To assist in other faculty personnel decisions as specified in other sections of this Faculty Handbook.
   4. To inform the faculty of the ratio of tenured and untenured faculty in the fall of each year.

b. Membership:
   1. Academic vice president and dean of faculty as a nonvoting member will attend only as needed;
   2. Three (3) tenured and two (2) untenured faculty members, and two alternates (one tenured and one untenured) who are elected by the faculty and serve staggered three year terms. Insofar as possible, each committee member will represent a different academic department;
   3. Untenured committee members will not participate in tenure decisions;
   4. Any member who has been involved in the evaluation of a candidate (chair or department member) shall be disqualified from participating in that particular case.

2.1.7.2.2
Academic Policies Committee

a. Responsibilities:
   1. To review and recommend changes in the educational aims and objectives of the college;
   2. To develop and maintain academic planning for the college in light of changes in society, higher education, the faculty, and the student body, while maintaining respect for human rights and integrity;
   3. To review academic priorities in light of the educational aims and objectives of the college;
   4. To review guidelines and procedures for granting academic credit for courses;
   5. To review and act on all course and curriculum proposals, with the exception of topics course proposals;
   6. To review all academic programs and to provide consultation on all academic affairs programs;
7. To recommend the addition or deletion of programs of study to the academic vice president and dean of faculty;
8. To review and make recommendations regarding student placement testing, the student transcript, and other measures of student performance;

b. Membership:
   1. The academic vice president and dean of faculty (ex officio) as needed for information purposes;
   2. The academic dean (ex officio); college registrar (ex officio); and other academic affairs staff (ex officio) as needed;
   3. One faculty member representing each academic department who will serve a three-year term; the role of this person is to communicate with his or her department regarding academic policies discussed on the committee;
   4. Two upper-class students selected by the Student Government Association.

2.1.7.2.3 Academic Review Board
a. Responsibilities: This committee has two types of activities: faculty grievance and student academic review.
   1. To review all faculty grievances sent to it in writing.
   2. To hold hearings, if warranted. Any member who has been involved in the evaluation of a candidate (chair or department member or member of Faculty Personnel Committee review of the candidate) shall be disqualified from participating in that particular case. In such a case, if alternate committee members need to be selected, such selection shall be by election by the faculty of the college.
   3. To make recommendations to the appropriate persons regarding the hearing.
   4. To review and make recommendations on policies regarding student standards, admissions, probation, dismissal, and readmission.
   5. To convene an Academic Review Board to review student petitions concerning academic appeals of notices of suspension, dismissal, and to communicate its decisions to the students, said board to be chaired by the chair of the Academic Review Board or designee, and to consist in addition of two faculty members of the Academic Review Board, the associate dean of students and director of citizenship education or designee, and the director of academic affairs (ex officio) or designee. The director of academic affairs will serve as the coordinator of the Academic Review Board and as the advisor for all students who petition the board.

b. Membership for Faculty Grievance:
   1. Three tenured faculty members and one alternate, serving staggered three-year terms. Alternates sit on cases if members are unable to serve.
   2. Two untenured faculty members and one alternate, serving staggered two-year terms. Alternates sit on cases if members are unable to serve.
   3. None of the seven shall be members of the Faculty Personnel Committee.

c. Membership for Student Review: The board is to be chaired by the chair of the Academic Review Board or designee, and to consist in addition of two faculty members of the
Academic Review Board, the associate dean of students and director of citizenship education or designee, and the director of academic affairs (ex officio) or designee. The director of academic affairs will serve as the coordinator of the Academic Review Board and as the advisor for all students who petition the board.

2.1.7.2.4
Committee for Faculty Development and Research

a. Responsibilities:
   1. To provide a range of faculty development services to individual faculty members, to academic departments, and to faculty committees;
   2. To develop and implement an on-going faculty development program, including in-service days, training sessions, consultative services, and other appropriate activities;
   3. To assist the faculty to develop their pedagogy;
   4. To assemble and encourage faculty use of current materials and research relative to instructional methodology and other materials related to faculty development;
   5. To recommend institutional changes which are supportive of faculty development or which are necessitated by faculty development;
   6. To recommend guidelines governing grants for faculty development, research, and travel;
   7. To develop and implement procedures for and make recommendations regarding sabbaticals;
   8. To assist in the formative post-tenure evaluation of tenured faculty, if faculty being evaluated so wish.

b. Membership:
   1. The academic vice president and dean of faculty, ex officio, who will attend as needed.
   2. Five faculty members elected by the faculty of the college serving staggered three-year terms. Two faculty members will be elected annually as alternates serving staggered three year terms.

2.1.8
Revision of Faculty Handbook

2.1.8.1
Procedure for Revision of the Faculty Handbook
The following procedure is adopted as an orderly process for the initiation and consideration of amendments to the Faculty Handbook.

2.1.8.2
Proposed Amendments to the Faculty Handbook
Proposals for revising the Faculty Handbook can be made by the Board of Trustees, proposing agencies of the faculty, administrative officers or ten (10) voting members of the faculty members by petition; said proposals are to be forwarded to the faculty moderator for faculty vote (see Faculty Bylaws 2.1.4, Article IV, section 7). It is recommended that:

a. Proposals be made in the form of texts intended to replace, in whole or in part, some current expressions of the Faculty Handbook;
b. A particular proposal contains no more than one alteration of substance;

c. A brief explanation of the reason(s) for proposing the revision accompanies the proposal.

2.1.8.3
Role of the President
a. Proposals approved by the president and the faculty in a timely manner shall be submitted by the president to the Board of Trustees prior to the appropriate meeting of the Board of Trustees.

b. Should the president disagree with a faculty action, the president, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, and the chairs of the faculty committees, the faculty representative(s) to the board, and the faculty moderator shall meet to discuss the next steps. Should a compromise agreeable to all parties not be reached within 90 days of said meeting, the faculty’s position and rationale shall be presented to the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees at its next meeting through the faculty representative(s) to the board. Any action taken by the Board of Trustees shall be reported to the faculty moderator and chairs of the committees of the college. Ultimate action should be taken in time for inclusion in the next year’s Faculty Handbook.

2.1.8.4
Board of Trustees Approval
a. Before definitive action on revision proposals, the Board of Trustees may commission a subcommittee of its members to meet with the president, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, the chairs of the faculty committees, and the moderator of the faculty to discuss final adjustments in the revised texts.

b. The revision process is concluded in accordance with the action of the Board of Trustees. This action is either an approval or a rejection of the proposed revision.

2.1.8.5
Emergency Procedure
When the president, after consultation with the faculty moderator, determines that, in the best interests of the college, modification of the Faculty Handbook is necessary, the president may petition the chair of the Board of Trustees for board review of a specific change at the next board or Executive Committee meeting. The Board of Trustees may accept or reject such a petition. The president shall communicate the decisions of the Board of Trustees to the faculty.

2.1.8.6
General Rules of Implementation
a. Any amendments of the provisions of the Faculty Handbook will take effect and be a part of the next offer of employment extended to any faculty member by the college. For faculty on contract periods other than the academic year, the amendment shall be effective for and incorporated into any offer of employment scheduled to commence after the beginning of the academic year next succeeding the academic year in which the amendment was adopted.
Any grand-fathering provision will be specific to a given policy and so noted. As employees of the college, faculty also receive and are bound by, the provisions of the Employee Handbook. Changes to the Employee Handbook may be effected at once by the directive of the president and/or Board of Trustees as appropriate. Such changes, however, may not be in substance inconsistent with provisions of the Faculty Handbook.

b. All new members of the faculty shall receive a copy of the Faculty Handbook and the Employee Handbook that will apply during the offered contract term at the time of their initial appointment as a new faculty member. Continuing members of the faculty will receive copies of any approved amendments at the beginning of each academic year, and an updated version of the Faculty Handbook and Employee Handbook, with current revisions, will be available electronically.

c. Proposals under discussion by the Board of Trustees have no status whatsoever, not even a promissory one, until final action by the board has been taken.

2.2 Faculty Employment Policies and Procedure
This part contains the approved policies and procedures of Colby-Sawyer College concerning the terms and conditions of employment of the faculty of the college. This part is incorporated into the contract of employment of each faculty member, as are the provisions of the Employee Handbook. Where the terms and provisions of an individual contract of a faculty member are inconsistent with the general policies contained herein the provisions of the individual contract shall supersede and be communicated to the chairman of the Board of Trustees. Otherwise, the provisions of the Faculty Handbook and the Employee Handbook are legally binding on all parties for the specific period covered by a letter of appointment/contract. Should there be any misapplication or misinterpretation or violation of the specific provisions of this section the faculty member involved in such a situation may file a grievance against actions taken by a chair, and academic vice president and dean of faculty or other officer of the college under the Grievance Procedures found in this handbook.

Failure to meet any time limits established by these policies shall not be deemed to automatically grant a faculty member the personnel action contemplated by the process, and only an affirmative vote or other action by the college shall result in the requested action. Failure of the faculty member to meet his or her filing deadlines shall be an absolute bar to using the evaluation process unless waiver is granted in writing by the academic vice president and dean of faculty. If any provision of this part conflicts with state or federal law or regulation regarding employment, the provision of law shall take precedence.

2.2.1 Definition of Faculty, Faculty Rank and Faculty
The faculty of the college shall consist of five distinct groups: ranked full-time faculty; ranked pro rata faculty; part-time per course adjunct faculty; special appointment faculty; and administrators with faculty rank, including professional librarians. Specific contract types and other specific contractual rights and responsibilities shall accrue to each specific group as defined in the Faculty Handbook. In particular, part-time per course adjunct faculty and special
appointment faculty have limited rights and responsibilities; these are fully defined in this section and in the sections on Evaluation and Separation.

2.2.1.1 The Ranked Faculty
A ranked faculty member is a full-time or pro rata employee of the college who has been appointed to one of the four regular academic ranks: instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, or professor. A terminal degree or equivalency in the field of the teaching assignment is required. Evaluation of equivalency shall be made by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the chair.

2.2.1.2 Full-Time Faculty
A full-time faculty member:

a. Ordinarily has full-time teaching duties or has teaching and other duties (e.g., research, academic administration, counseling) equivalent to a full-time teaching load; evaluation of equivalency shall be made by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the department chair.

b. Fulfills the duties and responsibilities of a faculty member; and

c. Holds academic rank.

2.2.1.3 Pro Rata Faculty
Pro rata faculty are faculty members who are ranked and who are given an appointment equivalent to six (6) or more credit hours or nine (9) or more contact hours in a semester, but less than that of a full-time faculty member. They may be employed on annual or tenure contracts. Such pro rata faculty have pro rata contractual rights to pro rata promotion, tenure, sabbatical leave, and benefits as provided in the Faculty Handbook. They have, on a pro rata basis, responsibilities for advising, service on committees, and all other responsibilities of full-time faculty members as detailed in the Faculty Handbook.

2.2.2 Criteria for Appointment to Specific Ranked Faculty Status
At the time of the initial appointment of a full-time or pro rata part-time faculty member, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, in consultation with the department chair, makes a judgment about rank, terminal degree for position, and prior years of teaching eligibility for promotion, using the criteria described below and in Section 2.4.3. Written copies of the decisions will be provided to the department chair involved, the individual involved, and the Faculty Personnel Committee. Thereafter, rank changes are subject to Section 2.7.

Throughout these sections on specific rank, a university of “recognized standing” shall mean a university accredited by one of the six regional accrediting associations, e.g. New England Association of Schools and Colleges, or a recognized university of international standing.
2.2.2.1 Instructor
a. Significant progress toward completion of terminal degree or relevant experience appropriate to the teaching assignment.

b. Previous college teaching experience is desired.

c. Promise as a teacher as documented by recommendations and evidence of success at related experiences.

d. The potential to contribute to college governance, as evidenced by prior leadership.

e. Promise of excellence in scholarship or creative accomplishment.

2.2.2.2 Assistant Professor
a. An appropriate terminal degree or equivalent as determined by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the department chair or demonstrated significant progress toward the attainment of a terminal degree

b. Discipline credentials and terminal degree requirements for promotion will be established for new programs as those programs are developed.

c. College-level teaching with written documentation of credit granted for experience at other institutions and teaching while in administrative positions.

d. Evidence of teaching ability as demonstrated in recommendations and previous evaluations and/or equivalent experience.

e. Evidence of ability to contribute to the academic governance of the college: involvement in departmental governance, in committee work and/or special assignments.

f. Evidence of excellence in scholarship or creative accomplishment.

2.2.2.3 Associate Professor
a. An appropriate terminal degree or equivalent as determined by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the department chair.

b. A minimum of six years teaching at the college level including four at the rank of assistant professor, with written documentation of credit granted for time at other institutions, teaching while in administrative positions, and/or equivalent experience.
c. Evidence of excellence in the classroom as demonstrated by student evaluations and recommendations of colleagues; evidence of ability to establish and maintain high academic standards.

d. Demonstrated leadership at the departmental level, in committee work, and in college governance.

e. Continued strong evidence of excellence in scholarship or creative accomplishment.

2.2.2.4 Professor

a. An appropriate terminal degree or equivalent as determined by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the department chair.

b. A minimum of twelve years of teaching at the college level, including six at the rank of associate professor, with documentation in writing of credit granted for time at other institutions, and teaching while in administrative positions.

c. Clear and compelling evidence of outstanding effectiveness in the classroom as demonstrated by student evaluations and recommendations of colleagues; clear and compelling evidence of ability to establish and maintain high academic standards.

d. Outstanding leadership in establishing, implementing and achieving the educational goals of the college; clear and compelling evidence of outstanding effectiveness in the governance of the college at the departmental level, in committee work, and in special assignments.

e. Continued evidence of excellence in scholarship or creative accomplishment.

2.2.3 Non Tenure Eligible Faculty

2.2.3.1 Visiting Faculty

This title is assigned to faculty members hired full-time or pro rata at the appropriate faculty rank (instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, or professor) who are appointed for a limited period of time on an annual contract renewable for up to five years. The number of years for which the position is renewable shall be agreed upon in writing between the visiting faculty member and the academic vice president and dean of faculty after consultation with the department chair. Faculty members in these positions are eligible to apply for promotion, although they are not eligible for tenure.

All such appointments are annual contracts for full or pro rata status. Appointment shall be by the president after recommendation by the department chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.
Any benefits in addition to the ones which accrue by virtue of their contract or academic status as provided in this Faculty Handbook must be agreed upon prior to appointment. A visiting faculty member may apply for a tenure-eligible faculty position that becomes available and be considered for that position but has no right to be promoted into that position from the position of visiting faculty.

2.2.3.2 Teaching Fellows
This title is assigned to individuals who hold or are completing a terminal degree and who are appointed to teach and pursue other duties at the college for a limited period of time, such time to be agreed upon in writing between the teaching fellow and the academic vice president and dean of faculty after consultation with the department chair.

Appointments are normally ¾ time pro rata annual contracts, renewable for up to three years. Appointment shall be made by the president after recommendation by the academic vice president and dean of faculty and department chair. Faculty members in these positions are not eligible for tenure or promotion.

Any benefits in addition to the ones which accrue by virtue of their contract or academic status as provided by this Faculty Handbook must be agreed upon prior to appointment. Besides their teaching duties, fellows are expected to advise students, serve on college committees and contribute to faculty governance. During the first year of the fellowship, the fellow will be exempt from committee work; in subsequent years, the fellow will participate in a limited number of committees. The fellow will be assigned a number of advisees as appropriate to the pro rata status. A teaching fellow may apply for a tenure-eligible faculty position that becomes available and be considered for that position but has no right to be promoted into that position from the position of teaching fellow.

a. The fellow has voting rights at faculty, department, and committee meetings unless personnel issues are involved.

b. The fellow will be evaluated annually by the department chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

c. The fellow will be assigned an experienced faculty mentor, who will assist the development of the fellow.

2.2.4 Part-Time Per Course Adjunct Faculty
A part-time per course adjunct faculty member is usually a part-time temporary employee of the college who has been assigned one of the following temporary academic titles: adjunct professor, adjunct associate professor, adjunct assistant professor or adjunct instructor.

Part-Time Per Course Adjunct Faculty:

a. Usually have a teaching load of six (6) credit hours or less;
b. Usually have no other faculty duties;

c. Meet or exceed the criteria of the appropriate temporary academic titles;

d. Are selected in the manner set forth below in Section 2.4;

e. Always receive a term contract (see Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2);

f. Receive limited, on-campus fringe benefits; and,

e. Do not accrue time towards tenure or sabbatical leave.

f. Are eligible to apply for promotion if they meet the criteria

Part-time per course faculty are expected to be available at least one and one half hours per week for each course taught to advise students regarding their work.

2.2.5 Special Appointment Faculty

2.2.5.1 Professor Emeritus/Us

a. Eligibility - 12 years of distinguished service to Colby-Sawyer College.

b. Procedure

1. The academic vice president and dean of faculty, with the concurrence of the department chair and the president, makes a recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

2. The academic vice president and dean of faculty notifies the faculty member of the action of the Board of Trustees.

c. Benefits

1. All library privileges given to other faculty;

2. Admission to all college-sponsored co-curricular events at rates established for the college community;

3. Participation in academic convocations;

4. Use of college facilities as available;

5. Use of the college dining room at meal rates established for the college community;

6. Tuition-free admission to college courses when space is available;

7. Nonvoting membership in the faculty of the college.

2.2.5.2 Affiliate Professor

This is an honorary title which may be assigned to individuals who offer educational experience to the students of the college on a regular part-time basis off campus pursuant to an affiliation agreement. Such individuals are not employees of and have no contractual arrangements with
the college, although they may receive an honorarium. Assignment of this title is made by the president after the recommendation by the department chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

2.2.5.3
Scholar-in-Residence
The college may appoint distinguished artists, writers, poets, scholars, practitioners, and executives to the special faculty status of scholar-in-residence. Such appointments shall be full-time or part-time depending on the needs of the college. The appointments are term contracts. The appointment of a scholar in residence does not prejudice the academic personnel rights of any other faculty member in respect to the contractual policies of this Faculty Handbook.

2.2.5.4
Administrators or Staff with Faculty Rank, Including Professional Librarians
Evaluation of these personnel for occasional or regular faculty instructional responsibilities shall be in accord with Section 2.6. For promotion in academic rank, they apply to the department chair; for all other matters concerning employment at the college, including evaluation, increase in salary, promotion, conflict resolution, hiring and termination, they are subject to policies and procedures in the Employee Handbook.

2.2.5.4.1
Criteria for Establishing Faculty Rank for Professional Librarians

2.2.5.4.1.1
Instructor
Requires a master’s degree in library science or its equivalent; decisions on degree equivalency are made by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the director of Information Resources at the time of the initial appointment. This rank designates the entry level, and is assigned to individuals who have little or no pertinent experience working in academic libraries.

2.2.5.4.1.2
Assistant Professor
Requires a master’s degree in library science or its equivalent; three years of full-time service as a professional librarian in an academic library with the proviso that any or all of this experience may be waived if an appropriate master’s degree in another subject area, or accomplishments that are considered equivalent, is obtained prior to appointment or promotion to this rank. Individuals promoted or appointed to this rank have demonstrated proven professional skills in academic libraries. Such individuals have shown the ability to work effectively and have the potential for further development and accomplishment.

2.2.5.4.1.3
Associate Professor
Requires a master’s degree in library science or its equivalent; a second master’s degree in another subject area is highly desirable. A minimum of eight years of full-time service in an academic library and a minimum of three years at the rank of assistant professor at Colby-
Sawyer is also required, along with evidence of sustained job effectiveness at a high level of professional performance.

2.2.5.4.1.4
Professor
Requires a master’s degree in librarianship and a master’s degree in another subject; a minimum of fourteen years of full-time, ranked service as an academic librarian including a minimum of six years of full-time service at the rank of associate professor is required, as is evidence of outstanding job effectiveness and evidence of outstanding service to the profession and the college. This rank acknowledges sustained professional accomplishment, leadership, and outstanding performance as an associate professor at the college or the equivalent elsewhere.

Professional librarians may participate in committee work both internal (e.g. faculty committees) or external (e.g. library associations) after consultation with the director of Information Resources regarding the needs of the department. The director of Information Resources is a representative on the Academic Council.

2.2.5.4.2
Rights and Privileges

Professional librarians have all rights and privileges as other members of the faculty as set forth in “Faculty Rights and Privileges,” and as noted below:

a. Selection of publications, including determination of what to discard from an existing collection and what to accept from donors;

b. Determination of restrictions on circulation or on access to library materials;

c. Determination of the degree of prominence in the shelving of selected library materials;

d. The issuing of bibliographies that might include controversial publications;

e. Advising students on what to read or study;

f. Are voting members of the faculty

2.2.5.5
Criteria for Establishing Faculty Rank for Administrators Other than Professional Librarians

Upon appointment, the Board of Trustees may grant the president and the academic vice president and dean of faculty faculty rank and status.

Ranked faculty members who are subsequently appointed to administrative full-time positions will retain their faculty rank and full tenure rights. Time in such status may or may not count toward promotion, tenure, and sabbatical leave, at the option of the faculty member.
2.3 Types of Contracts and Contract Definition Policies

2.3.1 Term Contracts
Term contracts at the college are given to part-time per course adjunct and special appointment faculty members, and are limited to the term of employment outlined in the letter of appointment. Term contracts are not tenure-eligible and do not confer upon a faculty member any expectation of or entitlement to continued employment.

Term contracts may also be used with full-time and pro rata ranked faculty in special circumstances for replacements for one semester or year for faculty on leave on a full-time or pro rata basis.

2.3.2 Annual Contracts
Annual contracts at the college are given to ranked faculty members either initially or on a renewable basis. Annual contracts can be held for up to six years for faculty in tenure-eligible positions and up to five years for faculty in visiting faculty positions. Faculty members must apply, in their sixth year of service, for tenure depending on institutional review criteria found in this handbook.

Annual contracts are subject to non-renewal by the college with notice as provided for in Section 2.9 of this Faculty Handbook.

2.3.3 Tenure and Tenure-eligible Contracts
The purpose of tenure and tenure-eligible contracts is two-fold:

a. To attract to the college and to keep on the faculty those individuals who shall make a strong, positive, and enduring contribution to the total educational process of the college;

b. To provide the professional and personal security requisite for academic freedom, productive work, and the satisfaction of an academic career.

2.3.4 Locus of Appointments
All faculty appointments to annual or tenure contracts have as the locus of their appointment the department of the college which is stated in their annual letter of appointment.

Faculty members teaching in interdisciplinary programs shall have their locus in one of the academic departments.
2.3.5
Issuance and Receipt of Contract
All ranked full-time and pro rata faculty annual and tenure appointment contracts for any academic year will be issued on or before May 1, and be returned on or before Commencement Day. If the contract offer is not accepted on or before Commencement Day, or a special arrangement made in writing with the academic vice president and dean of faculty, the offer will automatically expire. Any salary increments will be announced no later than October 31 of the new contract year.

2.3.6
Term Contracts
All Term Contracts are issued on an individual basis as the necessity arises.

2.4
Search and Appointment, Policies and Procedures
The quality of initial appointment is vital to the quality of teaching and scholarship to which the college is committed. The following statements of policy for recruitment to the faculty are intended to aid chairs of departments, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, the president, and others who are involved in making initial appointments. More detail is available through the Human Resources Office.

The college gives notice of employment opportunities by appropriate publication and follows regular procedures in the evaluation of applicants. Applications from members of minority groups are encouraged.

2.4.1
Authority to Hire
Sole authority to hire faculty members is vested in the president. This authority is customarily exercised through the academic vice president and dean of faculty by procedures established to assure adequate consultation with the faculty and full compliance with college policies and state and federal statutory requirements regarding non-discrimination.

2.4.2
Hiring New Faculty
Search Process for full-time faculty:

a. The department chair confers with the academic vice president and dean of faculty on the position description, including rank and recommended salary range.

b. The academic vice president and dean of faculty and the department chair confer to determine the membership of the Search Committee, content and placement of an advertisement and other means of publishing the opening. The search process will follow institutional guidelines set forth at the initiation of the search process by the Human Resources Office. Final applicants who are being interviewed will be required to teach a class or make a presentation.
c. After evaluating the credentials of all candidates, the Search Committee normally shall recommend to the academic vice president and dean of faculty the names of three or more applicants to be invited to the college for interviews. Following the interviews, the Search Committee normally will recommend three applicants to the academic vice president and dean of faculty with notification to the department chair, who will also make a recommendation to the academic vice president and dean of faculty. In the case of a difference of judgment, the academic vice president and dean of faculty will meet with the Search Committee and the department chair to discuss the differences. The academic vice president and dean of faculty will forward a final recommendation to the president.

2.4.3
Academic Rank, Terminal Degree, and Years of Teaching Experience
Initial rank shall be determined according to the Faculty Handbook except that a person who held rank at another institution may be awarded corresponding rank to that held at the other institution at the discretion of the president, after review and recommendation by the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

Years of prior teaching experience and numbers of years at each rank will be determined at the time of hire and recorded in the faculty member’s file.

a. Full time years at a particular rank at an accredited institution of higher education will be credited toward promotion at the college;

b. A full-time Colby-Sawyer teaching equivalency will be determined for part time teaching at the college level.

The terminal degree for the position will be determined at the time of hire and the faculty member will be informed in writing of this decision. The academic vice president and dean of faculty may consult experts in the discipline, accrediting bodies, and professional organization guidelines in making the determination.

Terminal degree equivalency is determined by consultation with a recognized expert at another institution. The external consultant will be asked to review materials submitted with respect to scholarly work and determine if equivalence to a terminal degree is warranted. The consultant will be selected by the academic vice president and dean of faculty and the president.

2.4.3.1
Faculty Appointment
All appointments of ranked faculty are made by the president after recommendation by the academic vice president and dean of faculty and the respective Search Committee and department.
2.4.3.2
Full-Time and Pro Rata Ranked faculty
All initial appointments are annual contracts. The rank offered new faculty members must be in accord with the requirements of that rank.

2.4.3.3
Appointment of Part-Time Per Course Adjunct Faculty
Part-time per course adjunct faculty appointments are made by the academic vice president and dean of faculty, with responsibility delegated to the academic dean, after recommendation by the academic dean and after consultation with the appropriate chair. Appointments to part-time per course adjunct faculty, and in some circumstances to special appointment faculty, are dependent on adequate enrollment in the faculty member’s course, as determined by the academic dean.

2.5
Personnel Records
Because appointment as a ranked faculty member may lead to a continuing relationship with the college, it is essential that there be adequate and detailed documentation to support every action involving each individual, especially those actions pertaining to appointment, promotion, tenure, layoff, and dismissal.

2.5.1
Official Personnel File
For administrative efficiency, part of the Personnel File of a faculty member may be kept in the office of the academic vice president and dean of faculty and part may be kept in the Human Resources Office.

Basic documents to be found in each faculty member’s file:

a. Letters of application (originals);

b. Appointment and Acceptance letters (originals);

c. Hiring transaction documents;

e. Performance reviews and evaluations;

f. Payroll documents;

g. Current official transcripts and resume;

h. Salary and fringe benefit data;

i. Student evaluation summaries

j. Such other materials as are required by law or regulation or by college policy
This file is available on a “need to know” basis only to the Board of Trustees, legal counsel, the president, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, the vice president for administration, the Faculty Personnel Committee, the Human Resources Office, or others within the institution specifically designated by the signature of the president. Requests for the file shall be submitted to the academic vice president and dean of faculty and/or president. The individual faculty member shall have access to his or her personnel file or copies of the file as required by law in New Hampshire RSA 275:56 and LAB 802.09 as they may be amended.

The official personnel file will be kept in strictest confidence and will be available for confidential use only to the individuals indicated above and to federal and state agencies as outlined below. However, for a valid reason, the faculty member may authorize in writing access to his or her file by a person not indicated above.

Further, the college may permit access to and copying from such files pursuant to lawful requests and identification of federal or state agencies relevant to investigations, hearings, or other proceedings pending before such agencies or the courts.

The faculty member may obtain copies of any materials in the official personnel file. Any such copies will be made by a member of the academic vice president and dean of faculty’s staff or the staff of the Human Resources Office.

2.5.2
Personnel Files for Part-Time Per Course Adjunct and Special Appointment Faculty
The academic dean’s office will maintain a separate file for each of these faculty which will contain:

a. A copy of the faculty member’s term contracts;

b. The faculty member’s current credentials, transcripts, and resume;

c. Copies of any faculty evaluations;

d. Information the faculty member wishes to place in this file on professional background or accomplishments;

e. Personnel information;

f. Student evaluation summaries;

g. Such other materials as are required by law or regulation or by college policy.

Access to such files is as defined in Section 2.5.1.
2.6 Evaluation Criteria for Faculty Performance and Development

The evaluation process at the college is a means by which members of the teaching faculty can obtain constructive and balanced information which will enable them better to fulfill their academic responsibilities. An important goal of the evaluation process is to use a developmental approach to assist faculty to make positive changes over their time at the college.

Members of the teaching faculty receive regular evaluation of the performance of their faculty assignments and on progress made in their program of professional development. Evaluation materials should build on prior years’ evaluations and need not require the development of a completely new set of materials in any given year. Any exceptions to the deadlines for materials must be approved by the academic vice president and dean of faculty. It is strongly recommended that drafts of self-assessment portfolios be given to the department chair in advance of these due dates so that the department chair can assist the faculty member in developing a complete and compelling portfolio. If a due date falls on a weekend or holiday, the materials are due the first class day following the due date.

First Year Review:
- Due: February 5 to department chair; February 20 to academic vice president and dean of faculty.
- Include: A brief portfolio consisting of a classroom observation letter from the chair, SIR II evaluations, grade distributions, syllabi, list of yearly activities, and other relevant evidence as identified in section 2.6.1.2 the Faculty Handbook; a brief, approximately two page reflective narrative on the first semester’s teaching identifying what went well, what went less well, and plans for future semesters.
- Process: The faculty member meets with the department chair to discuss teaching and advising and potential service opportunities for the future. The department chair writes a letter detailing strengths and areas for improvement in teaching and advising, and potential service opportunities. The faculty member and department chair meet with the academic vice president and dean of faculty for further discussion. The academic vice president and dean of faculty writes a letter only if there are substantial performance concerns.

Second Year Review:
- Due: November 1 to department chair; November 18 to academic vice president and dean of faculty.
- Include: A portfolio containing a self-evaluation narrative that addresses teaching and advising, service interests and scholarly plans, and outlines a professional development plan. The narrative should reflect in a specific manner on evidence as described in sections 2.6.1.2 and 2.6.1.3 of the Faculty Handbook. The narrative should respond to previously identified points for improvement in teaching and advising.
- Process: The faculty member meets with the department chair, who writes a letter detailing strengths and areas for improvement in teaching and advising. The academic vice president and dean of faculty writes a letter following the meeting with the faculty member and chair.
Third Year Review:
- Due: February 20 to department chair and department; March 10 to academic vice president and dean of faculty. For tenure-eligible faculty this is a substantive pre-tenure review: refer to 2.8.3
- For faculty members in non-tenure-eligible positions:
  - Include: A self-evaluation narrative, focusing on teaching and advising, scholarship, service, and a professional development plan. Discuss what further professional development opportunities would be of particular interest.
  - Process: The department chair and at least one other faculty colleague will provide letters of classroom observation. The faculty member will meet with the chair and then with the chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty. The department chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty will write letters.

Fourth Year Review: This review will only occur when there are substantial issues for improvement identified through the third year review.
- Due: March 15 to department chair; March 30 to academic vice president and dean of faculty.
- Include: A letter describing how the issues identified for improvement have been addressed.
- Process: The department chair will meet with the faculty member and writes a letter in response. The faculty member and department chair meet with the academic vice president and dean of faculty. The academic vice president and dean of faculty writes a letter to summarize the meeting.

Fifth Year Review: This review should be considered a pre-tenure portfolio and conference.
- Due: October 15 to department chair; November 5 to academic vice president and dean of faculty.
- Include: An update to the portfolio.
- Process: This review should focus on whether or not the portfolio is appropriate for the tenure process, needing only to be updated during the sixth year. It could potentially identify areas for improvement necessary to support a successful tenure review. The faculty member meets with the department chair. That meeting will be followed by a letter. The faculty member and department chair will meet with the academic vice president and dean of faculty, who will also write a letter. The letters by the department chair and academic vice president and dean of faculty will address the appropriateness of the portfolio or identify areas for improvement for the long-term role of the faculty member at Colby-Sawyer.

Sixth Year Review: This is a review for tenure and should follow procedures contained in Section 2.8.
- Due: February 1 to department chair and department; Feb. 21 to Faculty Personnel Committee.

Faculty who have come to Colby-Sawyer with tenure from another institution and who are in a tenure-eligible position may choose to apply for tenure as early as the third year. If the faculty member so chooses, during the faculty member’s first year, the department chair and academic vice president and dean of faculty will review the teaching effectiveness of the new faculty
member and will follow procedures listed above for first-year faculty. During the second year, a substantive review (similar to the third year review of a tenure-eligible faculty member, as described in section 2.8.3) will be held in order to prepare the faculty member for the tenure application review, which will occur in the third year.

The chair is to visit the classrooms of the non-tenured department members during the appropriate review years. In the case of a non-tenured chair, senior members of the departmental faculty may also make a classroom visit. The procedures for promotion, for the third year review, and for long-term contract and tenure review are specified in sections 2.7 and 2.8. The academic vice president and dean of faculty will be responsible for making sure that an evaluation is done, reviewing these evaluations, and ensuring that they are included in the appropriate files.

Formal evaluations by the Faculty Personnel Committee are carried out before promotion in rank, and before the granting of tenure. Processes for these formal evaluations are detailed in 2.7 and 2.8.

2.6.1 Teaching and Advising
The paramount responsibility of each faculty member is teaching, and advising is a corollary to this responsibility. All faculty members are expected to demonstrate excellence in teaching and advising.

2.6.1.1 Teaching Experience
The ordinary, full-time ranked teaching experience required for each rank is described in Section 2.2.2. A year of full-time, ranked teaching experience means that an individual has fulfilled the duties and responsibilities of a ranked faculty member for a complete academic year (as defined in Section 2.12.2); or has fulfilled the duties of an academic administrative officer at the college for a full year and has taught one-quarter time or more during the year (see Section 2.2.1.1).

Another element in teaching experience is the type of courses in which the faculty member has participated. Faculty members are expected to participate effectively in the Liberal Education Program of the college as well as in courses designed and intended for departmental majors. Faculty members are also encouraged to participate effectively in campus-wide curriculum initiatives (e.g., Honors Program, First-Year Experience Projects, interdisciplinary courses or programs, guest lectures, team-teaching).

2.6.1.2 Teaching Effectiveness
The college recognizes that excellence in teaching is one of the most important attributes of a faculty member. Since many characteristics contribute to teaching effectiveness, documentation should demonstrate, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:

a. Command of one’s subject;
b. Knowledge of the relationship of one’s discipline to the liberal arts and sciences tradition;

c. Knowledge of current developments in one’s discipline and pedagogy, including recent scholarship on women;

d. Ability to relate one’s subject to other areas of knowledge and to incorporate, where appropriate, interdisciplinary teaching into one’s pedagogy;

e. Skill in communicating with students;

f. Ability to plan and execute a substantive, well-organized course;

g. Ability to stimulate and broaden student interest in the subject matter;

h. Capacity to challenge students, e.g., to motivate them to engage in independent work;

i. Ability to utilize effective teaching methods and strategies;

j. Possession of the attributes of integrity, open-mindedness, and objectivity in teaching.

Teaching effectiveness should be assessed by evidence generated by the following procedures or activities:

a. Self-evaluation;

b. Evaluation by chairperson;

c. Peer evaluation--internal and external;

d. Student evaluations;

e. A review of course syllabi by peers inside or outside the college;

f. Further course work or other continuing education in one’s field or in a related field that supports college curriculum initiatives; and

g. Participation in seminars and/or workshops on teaching skills.

2.6.1.3 Advising

Faculty members have an obligation to advise students in their classes about classwork, to serve as departmental advisors for students majoring in their discipline or to serve as freshmen advisors. Characteristics which contribute to good advising include, but are not limited to, the following:

a. Ability to communicate with students;
b. Ability to help students select a course of study appropriate to their interests and abilities, to the aims of a liberal education, and to their career goals;

c. Ability to assist students in academic planning (fulfilling all requirements for their degrees or certification or outside agencies).

Effectiveness in advising should be assessed by evidence generated by the following procedures or activities:

a. Self evaluation;

b. Evaluations of chair;

c. Student evaluations;

d. Participation in workshops or seminars designed to improve advising skills, when available.

2.6.2 Scholarship and Creative Work

Effective teaching necessitates active involvement in the intellectual and scholarly developments in a discipline. Because what is considered appropriate research may vary from discipline to discipline, research, performance or creative work should be evaluated in terms of its quality, for example: its level of recognition among peers, and its significance to the particular discipline. Examples of scholarly activity are, but not limited to:

a. Sustained inquiry in an area of one’s discipline;

b. Scholarly productivity demonstrated by publications, or where appropriate, artistic works and performances;

c. Application or nomination for research grants and projects;

d. Presentation of research findings at professional meetings;

e. Willingness to share expertise with the college community.

Excellence in scholarship should be assessed by evidence generated by the following types of procedures and activities:

a. Documented, self-report of activities;

b. Evaluation or statements by professional peers;

c. Juried publications;
d. Citation of research in other works;

e. Award of grants, prizes, or commendations;

f. Demonstrated skill in methods of scholarship associated with one’s discipline.

2.6.3
Service to the College
A college like Colby-Sawyer must necessarily depend upon its faculty for services rendered outside the classroom.

Therefore, a faculty member may reasonably be expected to participate in the operational concerns of the institution. Examples of service to the college are, but are not limited to, the following:

a. Service on departmental committees, attendance at departmental meetings, and participation in the decision-making and curriculum development processes;

b. Effective participation on college committees;

c. Leadership in some area of college life – governance, faculty development, curriculum design;

d. Service as chair of a department or a committee or a director of a program;

e. Acting as representative of the college to the larger regional, national, or international community;

f. Service in recruitment activities.

Demonstration of service activities should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following types of evidence:

a. Self-report of activities;

b. Chair ratings;

c. Committee chairperson ratings, or ratings by the supervisor of an activity (e.g., a report from the Admissions, or Development Offices).

2.6.4
Service to the Profession
All faculty members have an obligation to maintain a high level of professional competence and to keep abreast of developments in their field. Faculty members are encouraged to support and be active in appropriate professional organizations. Examples of service activities are, but are not limited to:
a. Appointment in a scholarly capacity to a state or national post;
b. Participation in professional organizations (e.g. attendance at annual meetings);
c. Leadership position in professional organizations;
d. Reading papers before learned societies;
e. Service in the individual’s professional area as a consultant or resource person;
f. Reviews of creative work.

Demonstration of service to the profession should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following types of evidence:

a. Documented self-report of activities;
b. Evaluation or statements of professional peers;
c. Published citations or acknowledgments of contributions.

2.6.5
Personal Qualities
All faculty members should demonstrate a commitment to the pursuit of truth and the free interchange of ideas; personal integrity; personal and social maturity; respect for colleagues, students, and other members of the college community.

Demonstration of appropriate personal qualities may include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following types of evidence:

a. Self-evaluation;
b. Evaluative statements by colleagues, students or other members of the college community.

2.6.6
Service to the Student Body
In addition to their responsibilities in advising, faculty members are also expected to serve the student body in other ways when appropriate. Examples of service to the student body are, but are not limited to:

a. Service as advisor to a student organization;
b. Service as a moderator of student activities;
c. Planning and/or participating in extra-curricular student activities;
d. Planning and/or participating in curricular-related enrichment activities outside normal course offerings;

e. Service as coordinator of an Honors Program, Truman Fellowship, Woodrow Wilson Scholarship, Fulbright Program, and other similar programs.

2.6.7 Professional Development

The Individual Program of Professional Development is important in the overall evaluation process. In order to make a plan or program of development, faculty members must know the long and short range curricular plans of the college. The academic vice president and dean of faculty shall lead the college faculty in academic and curricular planning and make known to departments and individual faculty members duly established both long range and short term educational goals and the curriculum that will enable them to meet these goals for their departments. This planning will be done in cooperation with the academic vice president and dean of faculty and other members of the faculty within the department.

Each faculty member is expected to plan an Individual Program of Professional Development. This program should accord with his or her personal abilities and needs to take into account both the college’s and the department’s long range and short term goals. It should be developed in consultation with and be submitted in writing to the departmental chair with a copy to the academic vice president and dean of faculty. It should be a long term plan but should also include an intermediate objective to be achieved before promotion to the rank of Associate Professor or before the granting of tenure. This program must be maintained on file in the academic vice president and dean of faculty’s office and should be reviewed annually and revised when necessary.

2.7 Promotion

2.7.1 Promotion Criteria

a. Evidence of meeting criteria:
   1. A faculty member seeking promotion must meet the published criteria for the desired rank and undergo evaluation (see Section 2.2.2 and 2.6) and must supply appropriate supporting evidence with the application for promotion.

The academic vice president and dean of faculty’s office will prepare an assessment file containing copies of evaluations since the last successful application for promotion or since being hired by the college. This will include letters from the department, department chair, and academic vice president and dean of faculty, formal student evaluations, and the faculty data sheet indicating years of service and eligibility for application as determined by degree. The faculty member applying for promotion is responsible for obtaining this file and including it as a supplement to the application for promotion.
promotion prior to submission of the application to the department chair. The assessment file will accompany the application through the promotion review process.

All department members will be invited to observe the applicant’s teaching. Required evidence includes the following: a teaching observation letter from the department chair and three letters of teaching observation provided by colleagues of the applicant’s choosing, two of which must be from within the applicant’s department, unless circumstances preclude it. Teaching observations should occur no longer than one academic year prior to the application.

Additional appropriate supporting evidence includes syllabi, informal student evaluation, documentation of student learning, documentation of contributions to the governance of the college, recommendations of colleagues, and documentation of scholarly and/or artistic achievement.

2. Having established procedures for recommendation within the department, the department chair will seek the recommendation of the department on the application for promotion and, in addition, will give his or her own recommendation concerning the promotion. The department chair will inform the applicant in writing of his or her own recommendation and that of the department. Both recommendations will be submitted to the Faculty Personnel Committee with a copy to the academic vice president and dean of faculty. An applicant who is not recommended for promotion either by the department chair or the department may proceed with the application process as stated below.

2.7  Promotion Procedures
   a. Deadlines for applying for promotion:

      * By October 1, the faculty member shall submit to the chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee a statement of intent to apply for promotion, with a copy to the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

      * By October 15, the faculty member shall submit an application for promotion, along with appropriate supporting documentation to the chair of his or her department.

      * By November 1, the faculty member shall submit an application for promotion, along with appropriate supporting documentation to the chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee. The application must include a checklist of materials submitted with the application and materials to be received separately by the deadline. Such checklist shall be provided by the Faculty Personnel Committee.

      * By November 1, letters of recommendation from the department chair and the department are due to the chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee.
Faculty who have not attained associate professor status at the time of application for tenure will have a promotion review occur at the same time as the tenure review. The deadlines for the tenure review process will apply in these cases.

b. Departmental Procedures

After receiving the faculty materials, the department chair convenes a meeting to discuss the application.

Meeting Participants:
Participants in the department discussion include:
1. All full-time and pro rata tenured and tenure eligible department members
2. All visiting faculty and teaching fellows as defined in section 2.2.3 of the Faculty Handbook with a half-time appointment or more.

The candidacy is discussed and a secret ballot is taken.

Voting Participants:
Those who vote on the candidacy include:
1. All full-time and pro rata tenured and tenure eligible department members
2. All visiting faculty
3. The chair does not vote
4. Teaching fellows do not vote

The department chooses a faculty member other than the chair to write a letter reflecting the department’s views. The letter is signed by all members of the department who attended the meeting indicating that the letter accurately reflects departmental discussion. The letter should contain the views of all and disclose the numerical results of the vote if not unanimous. The letter is forwarded to the Faculty Personnel Committee with a copy to the applicant and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

The department chair writes a separate letter with his or her recommendation. The letter is forwarded to the Faculty Personnel Committee with a copy to the applicant and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

The department chair performs the role of the chair described above regardless of his or her contract status.

If the department chair is the candidate applying for promotion, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, in consultation with the Faculty Personnel Committee, shall appoint a tenured department chair early in the spring term of the preceding year to serve as interim chair for the recommendation process. This interim chair will schedule and conduct the department recommendation meetings. The interim chair will have access to all yearly evaluations completed on the chair applying for promotion and will write the chair letter for the department. Otherwise, the departmental process remains the same.
The applicant’s portfolio containing the narrative and supporting documentation, the department letter and chair’s letter should be received by the chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee no later than November 1.

c. The Faculty Personnel Committee considers proposed advancement in rank and makes recommendations to the academic vice president and dean of faculty with a copy to the president. A copy of the Faculty Personnel Committee’s letter will be provided to the applicant by the academic vice president and dean of faculty upon notification of the recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

d. The academic vice president and dean of faculty considers proposed advancements in rank and makes recommendations to the president with a copy to the Faculty Personnel Committee.

e. Should the recommendation of the Faculty Personnel Committee and that of the academic vice president and dean of faculty differ, the Faculty Personnel Committee will confer with the academic vice president and dean of faculty. A written record of the conference shall be forwarded to the president.

f. The president, acting on the recommendations of the Faculty Personnel Committee and the academic vice president and dean of faculty, makes a recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

g. The Board of Trustees, acting on the recommendation of the president and receiving the recommendations of the Faculty Personnel Committee and the academic vice president and dean of faculty as information, makes the decision to promote or deny promotion to the faculty member.

h. The president conveys the action of the Board of Trustees to the individual involved, to the academic vice president and dean of faculty, to the Faculty Personnel Committee, and to the department chair.

2.8 Tenure

2.8.1 General Policies
a. Ranked faculty with a terminal degree or its equivalent who are under an annual tenure-eligible contract must apply for tenure in their sixth year of service.

b. Ranked faculty who have come to Colby-Sawyer in a tenure-eligible position after having received tenure at an accredited baccalaureate institution are eligible to apply for tenure during their third year of service at Colby-Sawyer.
2.8.2 Procedures

a. Deadlines for applying for tenure

Before the beginning of each academic year, the academic vice president and dean of faculty will notify all faculty who are eligible to apply for tenure during the upcoming academic year. This notification will also be sent to the Faculty Personnel Committee and department chairs. The chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee will then send a checklist detailing the process for preparing the application to the applicant and the department chair.

1. **By December 1**, the faculty member shall submit to the chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee, with a copy to his or her department chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty, a statement of intent to apply for tenure.

2. **By February 1**, the faculty member shall submit an application for tenure to his or her department.

3. **By February 15**, the faculty member shall submit an application for tenure, along with appropriate supporting documentation, to the chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee. The application must include a checklist of materials submitted with the application and materials to be received separately by the deadline.

4. **By February 15**, letters of recommendation from the department chair and the department are due to the chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee. If the department chair is the candidate for tenure, the academic vice president and dean of faculty appoints a tenured department chair from another department to serve as interim chair for the recommendation process.

b. The application for tenure will include a narrative which responds to the evaluation criteria for faculty performance and development contained in Section 2.6, and other materials specified on the checklist provided by the Faculty Personnel Committee. The academic vice president and dean of faculty’s office will prepare an assessment file, as described in Section 2.7.1.

All department members will be invited to observe the applicant’s teaching. Required evidence includes the following: a teaching observation letter from the department chair and three letters of teaching observation provided by colleagues of the applicant’s choosing, two of which must be from within the applicant’s department, unless circumstances preclude it. Teaching observations should occur no longer than one academic year prior to the application.

c. Departmental Procedures

Each department in the sixth year of a faculty member’s service shall make a recommendation regarding tenure to the Faculty Personnel Committee. The recommendation shall be based upon proficiencies and capacity for growth demonstrated during the six-year pre-tenure period.

After receiving the faculty materials, the department chair convenes a meeting to discuss the application.
Meeting Participants:
Participants in the department discussion include:
1. All full-time and pro rata tenured and tenure eligible department members
2. All visiting faculty and teaching fellows as defined in section 2.2.3 of the Faculty Handbook with a half-time appointment or more
The candidacy is discussed and a secret ballot is taken.

Voting Participants:
Those who vote on the candidacy include:
1. All full-time and pro rata tenured and tenure eligible department members
2. All visiting faculty
3. The chair does not vote
4. Teaching fellows do not vote

The department chooses a faculty member other than the chair to write a letter reflecting the departmental views. The letter is signed by all members of the department who attended the meeting indicating that the letter accurately reflects department discussion. The letter should contain the views of all and disclose the numerical results of the vote if not unanimous. The letter is forwarded to the Faculty Personnel Committee with a copy to the applicant and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

The department chair writes a separate letter with his or her recommendation. The letter is forwarded to the Faculty Personnel Committee with a copy to the applicant and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

The department chair performs the role of the chair described above regardless of his or her contract status.

If the department chair is the candidate applying for tenure, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, in consultation with the Faculty Personnel Committee, shall appoint a tenured department chair early in the spring term of the preceding year to serve as interim chair for the recommendation process. This interim chair will schedule and conduct the department recommendation meetings. The interim chair will have access to all yearly evaluations completed on the chair applying for tenure and will write the chair letter for the department. Otherwise, the departmental process remains the same.

The applicant’s portfolio containing the narrative and supporting documentation, the department letter and chair’s letter should be received by the chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee no later than February 15.

d. The Faculty Personnel Committee considers the tenure application and makes recommendations to the academic vice president and dean of faculty with a copy to the president. A copy of the Faculty Personnel Committee’s letter will be provided to the applicant by the academic vice president and dean of faculty upon notification of the recommendation to the Board of Trustees.
e. The Faculty Personnel Committee may ask the faculty member’s department chair to meet with the Faculty Personnel Committee to discuss the tenure application.

f. A decision to grant tenure or to discontinue service must be made no later than the date of issuance of contract in the sixth year.

g. The seventh year must be either a terminal contract year or the first year of the tenure contract.

h. The Faculty Personnel Committee forwards its recommendations to the academic vice president and dean of faculty with a copy to the president.

i. The academic vice president and dean of faculty makes a recommendation to the president and sends a copy to the Faculty Personnel Committee.

j. Should the recommendation of the Faculty Personnel Committee and that of the academic vice president and dean of faculty differ, the Faculty Personnel Committee shall confer with the academic vice president and dean of faculty. A written record of the conference shall be forwarded to the president.

k. The president, acting on the recommendations of the Faculty Personnel Committee and the academic vice president and dean of faculty, makes a recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

l. The Board of Trustees, acting on the recommendation of the president and receiving the recommendations of the Faculty Personnel Committee and the academic vice president and dean of faculty as information, makes the decision to grant or deny a tenure contract.

m. The president conveys the action of the Board of Trustees to the individual involved, to the academic vice president and dean of faculty, to the Faculty Personnel Committee, and to the department chair.

2.8.3 General Policies for Third-Year Review
It is the responsibility of the appropriate department to conduct a formal review of all faculty members in their third year of full-time teaching for the college. Prior to the beginning of the fall term each year, all faculty will be notified by the academic vice president and dean of faculty of their evaluation status for the academic year.

2.8.3.1 Procedures
a. Deadlines
   1. By March 1, the faculty member shall submit a portfolio to his or her department chair for evaluation.
   2. By April 1, the portfolio including letters of recommendation from the department chair and the department are due to the academic vice president and dean of faculty’s office.
3. Any exceptions to the deadlines for materials must be approved by the academic vice president and dean of faculty. It is strongly recommended that drafts of self-assessment portfolios be given to the department chair in advance of these due dates so that the department chair can assist the faculty member in developing a complete and compelling portfolio. If a due date falls on a weekend or holiday, the materials are due the first class day following the due date.

b. The portfolio for the third year review will include a narrative which responds to the evaluation criteria for faculty performance and development. Evaluation materials should build on prior years’ evaluations and need not require the development of a completely new set of materials. The faculty member should add a current curriculum vitae, evidence of teaching excellence including informal student evaluations, current syllabi, peer reviews, the individual program of professional development, letters of recommendation and other evidence that the candidate has adequately met the various criteria (Section 2.6) necessary for the third-year review.

c. All department members will be invited to observe the applicant’s teaching. Required evidence includes the following: a teaching observation letter from the department chair and three letters of teaching observation provided by colleagues of the applicant’s choosing, two of which must be from within the applicant’s department, unless circumstances preclude it. Teaching observations should occur no longer than one academic year prior to the application.

d. Departmental Procedures: Each department in the third year of a faculty member’s service shall make a recommendation regarding reappointment to the academic vice president and dean of faculty. After receiving the faculty member’s materials, the department chair convenes a meeting to discuss the portfolio.

1. Participants in the department discussion include:
   a. All full-time and pro rata tenured and tenure eligible department members;
   b. All visiting faculty and teaching fellows as defined in section 2.2.3 of the Faculty Handbook with a half-time appointment or more. The portfolio is discussed and a secret ballot is taken.

2. Those who vote on the candidacy include:
   a. All full-time and pro rata tenured and tenure eligible department members;
   b. All visiting faculty;
   c. The chair does not vote;
   d. Teaching fellows do not vote.

The department chooses a faculty member other than the chair to write a letter reflecting the departmental views. The letter is signed by all members of the department who attended the meeting indicating that the letter accurately reflects department discussion. The letter should contain the views of all and disclose the numerical results of the vote if not unanimous. The letter is forwarded to the academic vice president and dean of faculty and to the faculty member. The department chair writes a separate letter with his or her recommendation. The letter is forwarded to the academic vice president and dean of faculty and the faculty member. The department chair performs the role of the chair described above regardless of his/her contract status.
If the department chair is the individual under review, the academic vice president and dean of faculty shall appoint a tenured department chair early in the spring term of the preceding year to serve as interim chair for the recommendation process. This interim chair will schedule and conduct the department recommendation meetings. The interim chair will have access to all yearly evaluations completed on the chair and will write the chair letter for the department. Otherwise, the departmental process remains the same.

2.8.3.2
Third Year Meeting
The academic vice president and dean of faculty will arrange a conference with the faculty member and the chair to discuss the third-year review.

2.8.4
Post Tenure Contract Review
In the fifth year after awarding tenure and every fifth year thereafter, each faculty member participates in a summative and formative evaluation process. The summative evaluation takes place during the fall term and is completed by December. The formative process follows the summative and is completed by May.

At the time tenure is awarded, faculty members will be informed of their individual timetables for evaluation. This timetable will be followed thereafter except that faculty may request earlier evaluation to have the process coincide with an application for promotion or sabbatical leave.

2.8.4.1
Procedures for Summative Review
In the beginning of the fifth year post tenure, the faculty member updates his or her professional plan and vitae and addresses continued teaching effectiveness, scholarship, and service to the college. The academic vice president and dean of faculty’s office prepares a file for the faculty member, which includes summative student course evaluations, and the professional plan from the application for tenure or the most recent post-tenure review.

The faculty member and the department chair have a detailed discussion focusing on the prepared materials and the faculty member’s goals for the next five years. If the faculty member undergoing review is a department chair, the discussion is held with a tenured chair from another department who is appointed by the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

The department chair prepares notes from the conversation which are reviewed by the faculty member. The notes are forwarded to the academic vice president and dean of faculty. The academic vice president and dean of faculty, department chair, and faculty member have a conversation based on the meeting notes. At this time the faculty member receives notice from the academic vice president and dean of faculty that the summative review has resulted in affirmation of his or her work and/or serious problems are identified.

If the faculty member disagrees with the assessment of the academic vice president and dean of faculty, the faculty member may ask the tenured members of the Faculty Personnel Committee to review the materials and make a recommendation to the academic vice president and dean of
faculty for reconsideration. If serious problems are identified, the *Faculty Handbook* describes the process for correction of the serious problems as outlined in 2.9.5, “Dismissal for Ineffective Teaching.”

2.8.4.2 Procedures for Formative Review
The formative review process will begin at the close of the summative review process, but no later than January 15.

The faculty member may, if he or she chooses, schedule a meeting with the Committee for Faculty Development and Research to discuss the process of the formative review.

The formative review will occur as a series of conversations between the faculty member and a group of faculty chosen by the faculty member, optionally in consultation with the Committee for Faculty Development and Research. This group should consist of at least two faculty members and may include additional membership from outside the faculty and/or college at the discretion of the faculty member undergoing the review.

At the first formative review meeting, the faculty member and the group will determine the content of the review and the materials needed for the assessment and planning. The faculty member will then provide the relevant materials to the group. The review will always address issues of teaching, scholarship, and the congruence of individual and institutional goals.

The work of the formative review group will conclude with a summary submitted by the faculty member, with the assistance of the formative review group, to the appropriate department chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

The formative review process will be completed by the beginning of May of the given academic year with a meeting at which the faculty member the appropriate department chair, and the academic vice president and dean of faculty are present. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the ways the college may be useful to the faculty member in achieving the goals of the review.

2.9 Separation
At times, the college or individual faculty members may find it necessary to sever their contractual relationship. To protect the interests of both parties, categories of separation are here defined, and the policies and procedures related to each are set forth.

Types of Separation:

a. Resignation
b. Retirement
c. Non-reappointment--annual contract faculty only
d. Layoff/termination

e. Suspension or dismissal for cause

2.9.1
Resignation
Resignation is an action by which a faculty member voluntarily severs a relationship with the college. It is requested that all faculty members provide the earliest possible notice of intent to resign. Ordinarily, the faculty are expected to give notice to their chair and to the academic vice president and dean of faculty not later than March 1 of the academic year.

2.9.2
Retirement

2.9.2.1
Faculty Phased Retirement Program (See Section 2.11.4)

2.9.2.1.1
Hire Date before June 1, 1978
Ranked faculty members who, upon retirement from Colby-Sawyer College, have attained at least 60 years of age and who have completed at least fifteen years of continuous employment at the college will continue to be eligible for the current medical and dental plans in effect at the college for active employees of the college until age 65. At age 65, the medical insurance is replaced by a plan which complements Medicare; coverage is provided for the employee at the expense of the college. If dependents were covered by the plan at the time of retirement such coverage will be continued by the college within the group plan and will continue so long as such dependent is in a dependent status under IRS rules.

2.9.2.1.2
Hire Date after June 1, 1978
All ranked faculty members who have attained at least 60 years of age and retire with a minimum of fifteen years of continuous, full-time employment at the college will be covered until age 65, under the medical plan currently in effect between retirement and age 65, for active employees of the college. There is no cost for the employee coverage. If dependent coverage is desired, the expense will be the responsibility of the employee. After age 65 all individuals are eligible for Medicare coverage administered by the Federal government. Upon the death of a participating retired employee, coverage of eligible dependents ceases no less than thirty days following the retired employee’s death. However, the dependent in that case may continue in the group plan under the provisions of Federal regulations. The Office of Human Resources can provide information about this coverage.

2.9.3
Non-Reappointment (Annual and Terminal Contracts Only)
The term “non-reappointment” means that the college has decided not to renew a faculty appointment at the conclusion of the stated annual contract term (see Section 2.3.2 for the
definition of Annual Contract). Non-reappointment is different from “Layoff” in Section 2.9.4 and “Dismissal for Ineffective Teaching” in Section 2.9.5 and “Dismissal for Cause” in Section 2.9.6. “Layoff” occurs because of a major institutional change, enrollment emergency, or exigency and affects all faculty; “Layoff” may take place before the end of any term of appointment. “Dismissal for Cause” and “Dismissal for Ineffective Teaching” apply to all faculty; “Dismissal for Cause” is a severance action by the college for just cause and may occur at any time. Legitimate reasons for non-reappointment of annual contract may include, but are not necessarily limited to the following:

- Cancellation of or change in a program (see Section 2.9.4.2);
- Enrollment or financial emergency (see Section 2.9.4.3);
- Financial exigencies (see Section 2.9.4.4);
- Over-staffing (See Section 2.9.4.5);
- Incongruence between the teaching interests of the faculty member and the educational goals of the department as established by program reviews;
- Unfavorable reviews of the faculty member’s major appointment responsibilities of teaching and/or advising;
- Inadequate services to the college.

The decision not to reappoint a faculty member is made at the sole discretion of the president except that any such decision may not be discriminatory, arbitrary, or capricious. The president shall act after receiving the recommendation of the academic vice president and dean of faculty who shall have consulted with the appropriate department chair. If the faculty member is the department chair, the recommendation of the academic vice president and dean of faculty shall suffice. In cases where a faculty member believes that his or her non-reappointment has been discriminatory, arbitrary, or capricious, he or she may commence a grievance in accordance with procedures established in Section 2.16 of this Faculty Handbook. The burden of proof shall be on the faculty member.

2.9.4 Layoff/Termination

Layoff is a severance action by which the college terminates the services of a ranked faculty member before the expiration or at the end of his or her current contract, without prejudice as to his or her performance.

Reasons for layoff are:

- Prolonged mental or physical illness;
- Major changes in curricular requirements, academic program or department;
c. Enrollment or financial emergency;

d. Financial exigency;

e. Overstaffed academic units.

2.9.4.1
Prolonged Mental or Physical Illness
In the case of prolonged mental or physical illness, the college in consultation with the individual, or his or her representative, may consider whether the option of a leave of absence or disability status would be appropriate and beneficial to all parties concerned.

Termination of an appointment of any faculty member for medical reasons will be based upon medical evidence acceptable to the college that a faculty member is or will be unable to perform the terms, conditions, and normal duties of the appointment due to medical circumstances, beyond the time limits of the college's leave programs and the Family and Medical Leave Act. Any such action shall consider and adhere to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. The decision of whether to grant additional time off will be made on a case-by-case basis.

2.9.4.2
Changes in Curricular Requirements, Academic Programs, or Departments in Whole or in Part
Termination of a ranked full-time or pro rata faculty member may occur as a result of a major change, including discontinuation of a curricular requirement, an academic program, or department in whole or in part. (A “program” is an organized sequence of courses such as the requirements for a major or special educational project.) Decisions on such major changes shall be made by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the Academic Policies Committee.

Faculty with two or more years of teaching at Colby-Sawyer College who are laid off under a program change, etc. will receive at least one year’s notice from the time of a final decision and official notice to the faculty member to change or eliminate a program. The college will, when possible, end such programs and the faculty member’s relationship with the college at the end of an academic term.

Faculty terminated under this section have the same rights as those under Enrollment or Financial Emergency or Financial Exigency.

2.9.4.3
Enrollment or Financial Emergency
In the situation where there is a drop in total full-time student enrollment brought about by outside factors such as market shifts, state or federal student aid policy changes, economic hardship in the market area of the institution, or other similar reasons, the president, after consultation with the chair of the Board of Trustees, may decide that a state of financial or
enrollment emergency is in order. To implement such an emergency state, these steps are necessary:

a. Meet with the Executive Committee of the faculty (2.1.5, Article V, Section 2) and with the senior staff and review the data and institutional plan for action;

b. Give the Executive Committee of the faculty a reasonable time, i.e., ten working days, to respond to the problem and plan, with agreement or constructive alternatives to the plan;

c. After that consultation, implement the plan using existing faculty and institutional committees where appropriate with procedures and processes outlined in Section 2.9 of this Faculty Handbook.

2.9.4.4 Financial Exigency

Financial exigency is a rare and serious institutional crisis. It is defined as the critical, pressing or urgent need of the college to reorder its monetary expenditures in such a way as to remedy and relieve the state of urgency within the college created by its inability to meet its annual monetary expenditures with sufficient revenue to prevent a sustained loss of funds.

Before any faculty are terminated because of financial exigency, the Board of Trustees must determine that the financial exigency exists. Subsequently, the faculty shall be represented in administrative processes relating to program reorganization, or the curtailment or termination of instructional programs due to financial exigency through the Executive Committee of the faculty. Faculty shall not, however, necessarily be represented in individual personnel decisions; the president and the Board of Trustees shall have final authority in all matters related to financial exigency.

2.9.4.5 Overstaffed Academic Units

An academic unit is overstaffed when there are not sufficient students to support the number of full-time faculty in the academic unit.

Faculty with two or more years of teaching at Colby-Sawyer College laid off because the academic unit is over-staffed will receive at least one year’s notice from the time of a final decision.

2.9.4.6 General Procedures Regarding Layoff

When financial exigency, enrollment emergency, major change in the curricular requirements, academic programs, or departments in whole or in part, or an over staffed academic unit necessitates the termination of ranked faculty members, a serious institutional effort will be made to assist such faculty members to find employment either at the college or elsewhere.

If a full-time tenured faculty member is laid off for reasons of financial requirements, enrollment problems or changes in academic programs in whole or in part, no full-time replacement for his
or her position will be hired within a period of two years unless the terminated faculty member has been offered reappointment under conditions comparable to those held at the time of layoff, and has been given a least two weeks after written notice of their offer of reappointment within which to accept the reappointment.

It shall be the duty of the laid off faculty member to keep the college informed of his or her current address for purpose of this section, and notice sent to the address by the college shall be presumed received if sent by certified mail, postage prepaid.

2.9.4.7
Specific Procedures on Layoff
a. Faculty layoff shall follow these specific guidelines and procedures. In addition to academic quality, integrity, departmental and college need, persons involved in this decision-making process will consider seniority, gender, and racial composition;

b. Layoff of specific faculty shall be determined by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the Executive Committee of the faculty (2.1.5, Article V, Section 2) and the department chairs involved;

c. In the case of financial exigency and/or enrollment or financial difficulty where short notices and effective action are necessary the following procedure may be followed:

The Executive Committee of the faculty and the academic vice president and dean of faculty may advise the president to hold all contracts and serve immediate notice to untenured faculty on non-renewal of contracts, pending a final decision on the seriousness of a financial situation. The Board of Trustees will be informed prior to any such action.

d. All tenured faculty will receive one year’s notice from the date of their receiving officially the decision of the Board of Trustees. Faculty on annual contracts, or special appointment or term faculty will complete the current academic term if such is in progress on the date of the decision by the Board of Trustees.

2.9.4.7.1
Order of Layoff
Once the department or academic program to be affected has been determined, the decision of layoff/termination of a particular faculty member shall be according to the following guidelines keeping in mind the program integrity and any other guidelines in Section 2.9.4.6.

a. Prior to involuntary dismissals, the following voluntary programs should be investigated:
   1. The possibility of voluntary early or phased retirements should be investigated.
   2. Tenured faculty who have been laid off could be placed in non-teaching positions at the college if there are openings for which they are qualified.
   3. The college, with its contacts, should attempt to assist displaced tenured faculty to find employment in industry, government, or in other educational institutions.
b. All administrative ranked faculty (if teaching), part-time per-course adjunct faculty and special appointment faculty should be eliminated with the program or department involved, unless program integrity is considered a major factor;

c. With program integrity, and gender and racial composition in mind, the untenured faculty should next be laid off/terminated;

d. A faculty member with tenure will not be terminated in favor of retaining a faculty member without tenure, except in extraordinary circumstances where a decrease in the academic quality and integrity of the program would otherwise result. The decision of extraordinary circumstances will be made by the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the president, the department chair and the Executive Committee of the faculty.

The academic vice president and dean of faculty shall provide the appropriate committees and involved parties with the official documentation on rank, degrees, and seniority; enrollment; and gender and racial composition.

2.9.4.8
Appeals on Layoff
If the administration issues notice to a particular faculty member of an intention to terminate the appointment because of reasons discussed in 2.9.4.2, 2.9.4.3, and 2.9.4.4, the faculty member will have the right to a full hearing before the Academic Review Board. The issue of the grievance shall be confined to procedural issues, including adequacy of sources of data.

2.9.5
Dismissal for Ineffective Teaching
The paramount responsibility of each faculty member is teaching, and advising is a corollary to this responsibility. All faculty members are expected to demonstrate excellence in teaching and advising, as described in section 2.6.1.2 and 2.6.1.3.

Dismissal for ineffective teaching is a severance action by which the college terminates its contract with the faculty member for ineffective teaching. Any teaching contract is subject to this section. Just cause for dismissal must be directly and substantially related to the fitness of the faculty member to continue in his or her professional capacities as a teacher, and shall be determined in each instance by the president in accordance with procedures outlined below.

Dismissal must not be used to restrain faculty member’s academic freedom or other rights as citizens.

2.9.5.1
Procedures for Dismissal for Ineffective Teaching
In every instance, dismissal procedures will include the following steps.

a. If there are indications of weakening performance, faculty members will begin to work immediately with the department chair and academic vice president and dean of faculty to
prepare a plan for improvement; support from the college will be provided, and the period of
time for demonstrating improvement will last for one full academic year;

b. If, however, performance continues to be unsatisfactory, the department chair and academic
vice president and dean of faculty will recommend appropriate action to the president;

c. Appropriate action may include termination of tenure or termination of tenure after an
additional year of service.

2.9.6 Dismissal for Cause
The college has the right to terminate its contract with the faculty member for cause. Any
teaching contract is subject to action under this section. Just cause for dismissal must be directly
and substantially related to the fitness of a faculty member to continue his or her professional
capacity as a teacher, and shall be determined in each instance by the president in accordance
with procedures outlined below.

Dismissal will not be used to restrain faculty members’ academic freedom or other rights as
citizens. Dismissal proceedings may be instituted on the basis of the following grounds:

a. Teaching and professional incompetence as defined in Section 2.6 of the Faculty Handbook;

b. Continued neglect of academic duties subsequent to oral and written warnings;

c. Serious personal misconduct;

d. Deliberate and serious violation of the rights and freedom of fellow faculty members,
administrators, or students;

e. Conviction of a crime directly related to the faculty member’s fitness to practice his or her
profession. Being charged with such a crime may be cause for suspending the faculty
member’s teaching or working on campus pending the outcome of the trial or other
disposition of the charge. Non-conviction shall not result in an automatic reversal of the
suspension or dismissal.

f. Serious failure to follow the canons and professional ethics of one’s discipline;

g. Falsification of credentials and experience;

h. Failure to follow standards of the institution in respect to guidelines within this Faculty
Handbook after oral and written warnings.

2.9.6.1 Dismissal Procedures
In every instance, dismissal procedures will include the following steps:
a. Written notice to the faculty member from the academic vice president and dean of faculty that a recommendation for dismissal for cause shall be made to the president. This notice shall contain a written statement of the grounds upon which the recommendation is to be made, and a brief summary of information supporting such grounds;

b. An opportunity for the faculty member to meet with the academic vice president and dean of faculty to present his or her defense to the dismissal recommendation before the recommendation is made;

c. An opportunity for the faculty member to meet with the president to present his or her defense to the dismissal recommendation.

In any case involving dismissal for cause, the burden of proof that just cause exists shall be on the college, which proof shall be by clear and convincing evidence in the record considered as a whole.

The decision of the president may be the basis of a grievance before the Academic Review Board, which shall review the case and make a recommendation to the president in accordance with procedures established in Section 2.16 of this *Faculty Handbook*.

**2.9.7 Action Short of Dismissal**
Depending on the circumstances, the president may elect to impose a lesser action short of dismissal, such as suspension for a period of time with or without pay. In unusual circumstances, the president may take disciplinary action without previous citation or warning.

The Faculty Personnel Committee and the academic vice president and dean of faculty shall serve as advisors to the president on all dismissal and suspension matters and shall be called upon to review cases where the faculty member questions the decision. The president’s decision after such a review shall be final.

**2.9.8 Progressive Discipline**
Dismissal for cause should in normal circumstances be preceded by a written admonition by the academic vice president and dean of faculty describing the alleged problem and warning that the faculty member’s contract status is in jeopardy. The warning must also stipulate a period of time within which correction of the alleged problem is expected. If the faculty member does not contest the allegation and fulfills his or her duties, the matter is settled. If the faculty member fails to correct the problem, dismissal procedures or a lesser sanction may be applied.

In view of the past merits of the faculty member, final action by the president may take a milder form of temporary suspension rather than outright dismissal. Such suspension may not last beyond a full year, but may entail the total or partial discontinuance of all salaries and benefits, the suspension of all promotion and salary increments, and the temporary suspension or withdrawal of all or some faculty privileges.
Actions in Section 2.9.7 are grievable through the procedures in Section 2.16; however the burden of proof lies with the faculty member.

2.10
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities

2.10.1
Academic Freedom

2.10.1.1
Statement on Academic Freedom

It is fundamental to the health of an academic institution and ultimately to the health of society at large that individual persons and groups of persons exercise their responsibility and freedom to search for the truth and to speak the truth as it is discovered. In a collegial community, the Board of Trustees represents the institution, and the persons of the faculty, administration, and the student body bear mutual responsibility to exercise professional competence and to extend to one another the trust and respect which foster an environment for the exercise of academic freedom.

The college endorses the principles of academic freedom. As a learned person and as a teacher, each faculty member must recognize that people will judge both the profession and the institution by what is said in the classroom and in public. The college will honor the following specific statements on academic freedom and on professional ethics as described in the 1940 Statement, and amended in 1990, by the American Association of University Professors:

“Institutions of higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further the interest of either the individual teacher or the institution as a whole. The common good depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition.

“Academic freedom is essential to these purposes and applies to both teaching and research. Freedom in research is fundamental to the advancement of truth. Academic freedom in its teaching aspect is fundamental for the protection of the rights of the teacher in teaching and of the student to freedom in learning. It carries with it duties correlative with rights.

a. “Teachers are entitled to full freedom in research and in the publication of the results, subject to the adequate performance of their other academic duties; but research for pecuniary return should be based upon an understanding with the authorities of the institution.

b. “Teachers are entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing their subject, but they should be careful not to introduce into their teaching controversial matter which has no relation to their subject. Limitations of academic freedom because of religious or other aims of the institution should be clearly stated in writing at the time of the appointment.

c. “College and university teachers are citizens, members of a learned profession, and officers of an educational institution. When they speak or write as citizens, they should be free from institutional censorship or discipline, but their special position in the community imposes
special obligations. As scholars and educational officers, they should remember that the public may judge their profession and their institution by their utterances. Hence they should at all times be accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for the opinions of others, and should make every effort to indicate that they are not speaking for the institution.”

2.10.2
Code of Professional Ethics
Although no set of rules or professional code can either guarantee or take the place of the faculty’s personal integrity, Colby-Sawyer College believes that the “Statement on Professional Ethics,” a revision of a statement originally adopted in 1966, was approved by the Association’s Committee on Professional Ethics, adopted by the Association’s Council in June 1987, and endorsed by the Seventy-Third Annual Meeting, may serve as a reminder of the variety of obligations assumed by all members of the academic profession. The college endorses the Association’s “Statement:”

a. “Professors, guided by a deep conviction of the worth and dignity of the advancement of knowledge, recognize the special responsibilities placed upon them. Their primary responsibility to their subject is to seek and to state the truth as they see it. To this end professors devote their energies to developing and improving their scholarly competence. They accept the obligation to exercise critical self-discipline and judgment in using, extending, and transmitting knowledge. They practice intellectual honesty. Although professors may follow subsidiary interests, these interests must never seriously hamper or compromise their freedom of inquiry.

b. “As teachers, professors encourage the free pursuit of learning in their students. They hold before them the best scholarly and ethical standards of their discipline. Professors demonstrate respect for students as individuals and adhere to their proper roles as intellectual guides and counselors. Professors make every reasonable effort to foster honest academic conduct and to ensure that their evaluations of students reflect each student’s true merit. They respect the confidential nature of the relationship between professor and student. They avoid any exploitation, harassment, or discriminatory treatment of students. They acknowledge significant academic or scholarly assistance from them. They protect their academic freedom.

c. “As colleagues, professors have obligations that derive from common membership in the community of scholars. Professors do not discriminate against or harass colleagues. They respect and defend the free inquiry of associates. In the exchange of criticism and ideas professors show due respect for the opinions of others. Professors acknowledge academic debt and strive to be objective in their professional judgment of colleagues. Professors accept their share of faculty responsibilities for the governance of their institution.

d. “As members of an academic institution, professors seek above all to be effective teachers and scholars. Although professors observe the stated regulations of the institution, provided the regulations do not contravene academic freedom, they maintain their right to criticize and seek revision. Professors give due regard to their paramount responsibilities within their institution in determining the amount and character of work done outside it. When
considering the interruption or termination of their service, professors recognize the effect of their decision upon the program of the institution and give due notice of their intentions.

e. “As members of their community, professors have the rights and obligations of other citizens. Professors measure the urgency of these obligations in the light of their responsibilities to their subject, to their students, to their profession, and to their institution. When they speak or act as private persons, they avoid creating the impression of speaking or acting for their college or university. As citizens engaged in a profession that depends upon freedom for its health and integrity, professors have a particular obligation to promote conditions of free inquiry and to further public understanding of academic freedom.”

2.10.3 Statement on Sexual Harassment

Colby-Sawyer seeks to create and maintain an academic and work environment in which all members of the community are free from harassment based on gender. Colby-Sawyer College is opposed to and will not tolerate any form of sexual harassment in the educational environment and/or the workplace. Sexual harassment, in its many forms, renders the educational and working environment hostile, intimidating, and offensive. In its misuse of power and authority, it subverts the mission of the college and threatens the careers, educational experiences, and well being of students, faculty, and staff. Consequently, no form of sexual harassment will be tolerated on the campus.

Federal and state laws prohibit sexual harassment. Sexual harassment includes unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, sexually motivated physical contact or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when submission to that conduct or communication is made a term or condition, either explicitly or implicitly, of employment or education; or creates a hostile working environment. Each employee has the right to work in an environment that is free from sexual harassment. Each employee also has the corresponding responsibility and obligation to conduct him/herself so as to create an environment that is free from sexual harassment.

Employees of the college may not engage in a sexual relationship with a Colby-Sawyer College student. Because of the potential for abuse of power, harassment, bias, and favoritism, the college considers that a conflict exists when any employee of the college engages in a relationship with a student that goes beyond friendship to the romantic, physical, or sexual. (See also Conflict of Interest policy, Section 2.18)

Any employee who feels he or she has been a victim or witness of sexual harassment should contact the Human Resources Department, his or her manager, or area Vice President.

It is the college’s policy to investigate all complaints thoroughly and promptly. It is important to remember that many instances of sexual harassment can be resolved through informal discussions, which do not require extensive, public procedures. Every effort will be made to eliminate harassment from the workplace through these informal means.

However, if informal efforts are not successful, a complete investigation will be conducted promptly. To the fullest extent possible, the college will keep complaints, any information
obtained during the course of the investigation, as well as the terms of the resolution, confidential. However, because of the demands of the investigation and enforcement of the policy, confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. The employee making the claim will be advised of the investigation procedure, and will be advised of his or her rights and protections under the law and college policy.

Any employee found liable for sexual harassment on campus will be subject to disciplinary procedures, up to and including termination.

Federal law and college policy prohibit retaliation against any member of the college community for bringing complaints of harassment of any kind to the attention of college officials.

2.10.3.1
Definition
Federal and State Law prohibits sexual harassment. Sexual harassment includes unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, sexually motivated physical contact or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when:

a. Submission to that conduct or communication is made a term or condition, either explicitly or implicitly, for obtaining employment or education; or,

b. Submission to or rejection of that conduct or communication by an individual is used as the basis for decisions affecting that individual’s employment or educational performance; or,

c. That conduct or communication has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s employment or educational performance; or,

d. That conduct has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working or educational environment.

2.10.3.2
Investigation Procedures
Prevention is the first and best tool to eliminate sexual harassment. However, should any member of the campus community believe that she or he is being sexually harassed by another member of the community, he or she may report such offenses to any one of the following:

a. Department chair (who will notify the academic vice president and dean of faculty)

b. Academic vice president and dean of faculty

c. Vice president for student development and dean of students

d. President of the college

e. Director of Human Resources
While the college hopes that every attempt will be made to eliminate any harassment through informal procedures, any student or employee who believes that he or she has been sexually harassed by a supervisor, agent of the college, co-worker or other person acting on behalf of the college should either submit a written statement describing the incident(s) to any of the above mentioned individuals who have been designated by the college to receive all sexual harassment complaints, or speak in person to one of the above concerning the incident. If the complainant chooses to speak to one of these people, the person may make written notes to aid in the investigation of the complainant's claim.

Upon receipt of a claim alleging sexual harassment, the college will use its best efforts to investigate promptly and thoroughly the charges made by the complainant. Except as required by the demands of the investigation and enforcement of the policy, the complainant’s claim will be treated confidentially by the college.

Any person found, after a thorough and confidential investigation conducted by the academic vice president and dean of faculty, to have violated the college’s policy against sexual harassment may be subject to discipline up to and including discharge.

2.10.4
Civil Rights Complaints or Harassment

2.10.4.1
Principle
Colby-Sawyer College is committed to maintaining a humane atmosphere in which the sex, race, color, creed, religion, marital status, national or ethnic origin, physical or mental handicap, sexual orientation, or veteran status of an individual or group are respected and not disparaged. Therefore, the following procedures will be followed should any member of our joint community think that such an atmosphere is not being maintained.

2.10.4.2
Investigation Procedure
The procedure utilized in the investigation of any complaint of civil rights infringement or discrimination will be the same as those used for the investigation of sexual harassment. The governing principles shall be applicable state and Federal non-discrimination laws.

2.10.4.3
Violations of Faculty Rights, Academic Freedom, and Professional Ethics
Disputes involving a charge that a faculty member’s rights or academic freedom have been abrogated or that professional ethics have not been maintained are to be settled through the established Grievance Procedures (see Section 2.16). While affirming academic freedom as a right, the college recognizes that, in some circumstances, the questions of academic freedom become enmeshed in questions of professional incompetence or irresponsibility. In the effort to distinguish between these sometimes confused issues, the guiding principle is that charges of professional incompetence or irresponsibility shall not be used to limit academic freedom, nor shall appeals to academic freedom be acceptable as a shield for professional incompetence or irresponsibility.
2.10.5  
**Faculty Responsibilities**
Within its means, the college seeks to develop the abilities of individual faculty members in order to promote the continuing strength of the total faculty. To this end the college commits itself:

a. To engage the ablest candidates available for faculty positions, retaining those demonstrating the highest degree of competence;

b. To support the efforts of faculty to develop their professional abilities;

c. To improve the effectiveness of the college as an educational community;

d. To recognize positive contributions through salary increments, promotions in rank, and the granting of tenure.

Faculty members as well have certain obligations:

a. To maintain and develop professional competency in the areas described in Section 2.6.

b. To maintain academic honesty. Early in the term each professor should interpret for students the concept of academic integrity as applied to all course work. If a professor has evidence that a student is guilty of cheating or plagiarizing, that student shall be reported to the academic dean. Faculty members must take all reasonable steps to prevent cheating by their students on examinations or quizzes.

c. To maintain appropriate standards of writing. Each professor should be familiar with both the general standards of English composition and accepted conventions for presentation of research and should explain how these standards apply to required written work. The failure of a student to comply with these standards should be reflected in the professor’s evaluation of the student’s work.

2.11  
**Faculty Development: Professional Growth and Development**
Faculty are responsible for keeping current in both the scholarship and the pedagogy of their field(s) and related areas. The faculty’s continuous growth and development helps sustain their vitality which should be apparent in the content and quality of their teaching and scholarship. Moreover, faculty who are aware of new developments in their area are better able to assist their colleagues in curriculum development and improvement.

The principal obligation to recommend and guide faculty development plans and programs belongs to the academic vice president and dean of faculty in consultation with the chairs of each department, and the Committee for Faculty Development and Research.
Faculty development programs include: teaching improvement activities; research; formal or informal study; publication; consulting; travel; leaves of absence; sabbaticals; grants for faculty research; participation in conferences and institutes; and such other activities as may be reasonably expected to assist faculty growth and development. Faculty development programs are considered in reviews for tenure and evaluations of faculty performance (see Section 2.6).

2.11
Sabbatical Leave
Sabbatical leaves may be granted to eligible faculty for the purpose of undertaking activities that contribute to teaching effectiveness and professional enhancement through research, creative work, study, or service that they would not be able to do in the course of their usual college responsibilities. Examples of activities could include but are not limited to: scholarly research, creative projects, professional service, post-doctoral studies, curricular development, pedagogical innovations, field-related work experience, and grant writing. A sabbatical leave is intended to support a faculty member’s need to be refreshed intellectually and creatively. However, there is also the expectation that the college will benefit from the fruits of the leave.

2.11.1
Eligibility
Full-time faculty members are eligible to apply for their first sabbatical leave during their seventh year of full-time service (after six complete years) at Colby-Sawyer College. Future applications may be submitted during the sixth year of full-time service at Colby-Sawyer subsequent to the previous sabbatical leave.

Pro rata faculty members are eligible to apply for their first sabbatical leave when they have completed the equivalent of six years of full-time service at Colby-Sawyer College. Applications for future sabbatical leaves may be made during the equivalent of the sixth year of full-time service at Colby-Sawyer.

Leaves of absence normally will not be counted toward the years of service for a sabbatical leave.

2.11.1.2
Number of Leaves
The number of sabbatical leaves granted during a single academic year is determined in light of the general welfare of the college. Normally, the college will grant no more than five members of the full-time and pro rata faculty a sabbatical in any given academic year with no more than one full-year sabbatical. These will be distributed so that no more than three faculty would be on sabbatical in any given semester. Normally, only one sabbatical leave per discipline or two per department will be granted in an academic year.
2.11.1.3

**Stipend for Sabbatical Leaves**

Stipends for sabbatical leaves are: one academic year at three-quarters salary or one semester at full-salary. In addition, all sabbatical leave recipients may apply for regular faculty development funds.

Fringe benefits remain in effect during the sabbatical leave. TIAA/CREF contributions are made on the basis of the faculty member’s sabbatical leave pay.

A recipient of a sabbatical leave may not receive a full-time salary from another employer while on paid leave from the college. However, the acceptance of paid leave does not preclude acceptance of grants or other funds to cover additional expenses. Indeed, the receipt of outside assistance may enable a faculty member to take a full-year’s sabbatical leave since such assistance may compensate for the reduced salary.

2.11.1.4

**Criteria**

Sabbatical leaves are not granted automatically upon the completion of the necessary period of service. The faculty member must demonstrate in writing, as part of the application, evidence of sound research, creative activity, or other academic pursuits to support the program or work which is planned for the sabbatical leave period.

All applications will be evaluated according to the purpose and goals of the sabbatical leave as well as the completion of the application according to the guidelines stated in this document. All approved proposals will be ranked according to the following criteria (listed in order of importance).

a. The conception, definition, organization, and description of the proposed project.

b. The quality and promise of the applicant’s proposal in light of his or her work as a teacher, scholar, creative writer, or artist.

c. The significance of the contribution of the proposed project to the department or college.

The Committee for Faculty Development and Research will submit its recommendations to the president as will the academic vice president and dean of faculty. The president will make the final decision and candidates will be informed by February 1.

Proposals approved but not funded will remain approved during the next academic year and given priority in the next round of consideration. The applicant should complete the data sheet described in the application procedures, submit a brief report stating the continued feasibility of the project, and submit a statement from the department chair updating the staffing implications for the department.
2.11.1.5
Application Procedures
Completed applications are submitted to the chair of the Committee for Faculty Development and Research with copies to the academic vice president and dean of faculty by October 15 of the academic year preceding the period of the proposed leave. Only those applications which are complete and have been submitted on time will be considered. It is the responsibility solely of the applicant to ensure that all required materials are submitted on time.

The Committee for Faculty Development and Research will facilitate the application process in three ways:

a. Will make available previous successful sabbatical leave proposals to all applicants.

b. Will facilitate a meeting every spring semester in order to answer any questions regarding the process as well as to monitor the application process for the following year.

c. Will meet individually prior to the application date with each sabbatical leave applicant who has provided a draft of his or her proposal to the committee by September 15. The goal of the meeting will be to assist the applicant in the development of the proposal.

The applicant is required to provide a data sheet (obtained in the office of the academic vice president and dean of faculty) which identifies the following:

a. Applicant’s Name

b. Date of Last Sabbatical Leave

The applicant is required to provide a detailed narrative which includes all of the following.

a. Title of the Project

b. A concise statement of the goals and objectives of the proposed study.

c. A description of the activities necessary to achieve these goals and objectives, in as much detail as is necessary for a clear understanding. Such detail might include names of institutions, people, programs, courses, as well as dates and locations that will be part of the sabbatical leave.

d. A workable timetable for accomplishing the objectives.

e. A statement regarding how the proposed leave will contribute to professional growth.

f. A statement of how the proposed leave will contribute to personal growth and renewal.
g. A statement, including specific examples, of how the proposed leave will benefit the
department and college.

The applicant is required to:

a. consult with the department chair in a timely manner to ensure that there is ample
opportunity to explore how teaching, advising, and committee and departmental
responsibilities will be covered during the anticipated sabbatical leave.

b. share the sabbatical leave proposal with the department chair and department colleagues.

c. request documentation that the department approves of the sabbatical leave, has considered
its implications for staffing, and is confident of its relevance to the mission of the department
as well as to that of the college. The documentation should take one of two forms, to be
decided in consultation between the department chair and the applicant: a) a single letter
from either the chair or the department or; b) two letters, one from the chair and one from the
rest of the department. The letter(s) should be addressed to the academic vice president and
dean of faculty and is (are) required to be included in the application.

If it would be helpful in the case of the applicant, he or she may:

a. include a current resume with the application.

b. include a letter of support from a colleague who can address the significance of the project or
the working relationship that will occur with the colleague.

2.11.1.6
Obligations of Sabbatical Leave Recipients
The recipient of a sabbatical leave incurs these obligations:

a. Make every reasonable effort to fulfill the terms of the sabbatical leave.

b. Review any substantial changes from the sabbatical leave proposal with the academic vice
president and dean of faculty when the information becomes known.

c. Review any changes from the funding request with the academic vice president and dean of
faculty when the information becomes known.

d. File a summary report on the results of the project with the department chair, chair of the
Committee for Faculty Development and Research, and academic vice president and dean of
faculty within ninety days after the beginning of the semester following the sabbatical leave.

e. Provide an oral report to the faculty if requested by the Committee for Faculty Development
and Research or academic vice president and dean of faculty.
f. Provide an oral report to the department and interested students if requested by the chair of 
the department or academic vice president and dean of faculty.

Granting of a sabbatical leave is conditional upon the return to full-time responsibilities for at 
least one academic year after the leave. Failure to return will require the reimbursement of the 
sabbatical leave salary to the college.

2.11
Faculty Development Funds
a. Faculty development funds are designed to provide full-time and pro rata faculty members 
with financial assistance to supplement their personal contribution and moneys awarded by 
the college and, where applicable, by external sources in support of the individual’s 
professional development;

b. Application for such funding is made to the academic vice president and dean of faculty 
according to published procedures;

c. There are several sources, both endowed funds and annual gifts, which support faculty 
development.

d. All faculty are encouraged to be active, participating, and contributing members of at least 
one professional organization. The use of faculty development funds to support travel to 
professional meetings must be approved in advance by the academic vice president and dean 
of faculty.

2.11.3
Faculty Mid-Career Change Program
This program provides significant financial support from the college to any full-time, tenured 
Colby-Sawyer faculty member who has been at the college for ten or more years, to substantially 
assist this person in choosing to follow a career outside post-secondary education (e.g., in a 
government position, a research center, business, industry, consulting, etc.). The program is 
entirely voluntary. Formal entry into the program is premised upon:

a. the faculty member’s decision to pursue a new career;

b. the faculty member’s determination that financial support would aid this transition;

c. a willingness to yield all rights of tenure upon entrance into this program;

d. agreement that the faculty member will not be employed as a faculty member in a post-
secondary institution for a period of three years;

e. the faculty member anticipates not being re-employed at Colby-Sawyer College full-time, 
except under extraordinary circumstances to be determined by the college.
A qualified faculty member, as specified above, who wishes to enter the program will meet with the academic vice president and dean of faculty and discuss the outlines of a mid-career transition plan acceptable to both the academic vice president and dean of faculty and the faculty member. This transition plan will allow time for the faculty member to have appropriate consultation with an outside career counselor before making a final decision to enter the program. To assist faculty members in this process, the academic vice president and dean of faculty or Human Resources Office will maintain a list of professional counseling services and make this information available to all interested faculty members.

The mid-career change plan will provide adequate lead time for the department involved to plan for courses offerings or other work that will need to be covered should the faculty member formally enter the program. The department involved must follow the procedure outlined in Section 2.4 if they feel that a replacement for a faculty member entering this program is necessary to maintain the integrity of the department’s program. The transition plan will be completed on or before January 15 of the calendar year in which the faculty member is considering entry into the program and by that time the faculty member will provide a signed copy of this plan to the academic vice president and dean of faculty and the department chair. The faculty member’s decision and plan will be honored by the college in all cases where the plan serves the best interests of the college and has been approved by the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

Upon written notification from the faculty member of a decision to formally enter the program, the academic vice president and dean of faculty will arrange for the faculty member to be relieved of all formal duties at the college by August 31 of the year of application. The faculty member will leave formal employment with the college at the same time period. What would have been the faculty member’s next contract year will be treated by the college as fully paid leave-time.

During this year the faculty member will receive the salary he or she would have received under the contract then in force. The faculty member may choose to receive this year’s salary either in a lump sum on September 1 of the initial year or receive this salary over the normal 12 pay periods spread throughout the initial year. Fringe benefits will also remain in effect until August 31 of this initial year within the limits of the college’s contractual arrangements with its insurance carriers. However, the faculty member will have no faculty duties at the college during this year so as to be free to pursue that course of action which will establish this person in a new career (e.g., study, starting a new job or business, etc.). All salary and benefits will cease at the end of the first year of this program (August 31). On October 1 of the second year, the college will give the former faculty member a career redirection grant of $3,000.00 (in rough approximation of the basic cost of the faculty member’s annual benefits). However, the current tuition remission plan will remain in effect as follows:

If the faculty member, spouse and/or dependent(s) is (are) receiving benefits under the tuition remission program at the time a faculty member enters the mid-career program, such benefits will continue for the next three years or until the faculty member, spouse and/or dependent(s) has (have) completed his or her (their) program of study, whichever occurs first as long as such enrollment is continuous.
2.11.4
Faculty Gradual Retirement Program
This program is available for those full-time faculty members who:

a. are tenured;

b. have been teaching full-time in post-secondary education for 15 or more years (at least eight years of which have been at Colby-Sawyer College); and

c. wish gradually to reduce their teaching obligations at the college over a five-year period.

A qualified faculty member, as specified above, who decides to enter the program must give his or her department chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty at least one semester’s notice, in writing, of his or her decision. After entry into the program, if the faculty member wishes to retire completely he or she may do so after the first year of the program, with one semester’s written notice, to the department chair, and the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

During the first and second years after entry into the program, the faculty member’s teaching load will be reduced to ¾ time and his or her salary will be prorated accordingly. The faculty member will otherwise be expected to maintain normal faculty responsibilities and duties. During the third and fourth years of the program, the faculty member’s teaching load will be reduced to ½ time and his or her salary will be prorated accordingly. The faculty member will be relieved of all other faculty duties and responsibilities, although he or she may voluntarily do committee work or academic advising. During the fifth year of the program, the faculty member’s teaching load will be reduced to ¼ time, which may be fulfilled in one semester of the year; salary will be prorated accordingly; the faculty member will be relieved of all other faculty duties and responsibilities.

At any time while in this program the faculty member may choose to halt the progressive reduction of his or her load at whatever stage it has reached (¾, ½, ¼). The faculty member will maintain his or her workload unless he or she chooses to reinitiate this progressive reduction.

While in this program, a faculty member will have all the privileges of a full-time faculty member. All fringe benefits in force will remain in effect as modified below and are subject to the college’s contract arrangements with the insurance carriers:

a. At the time a faculty member enters this program, if the faculty member, a spouse and/or dependent(s) is (are) receiving benefits under the tuition remission plan, such benefits will continue until the faculty member completes this program or until the spouse and/or dependent(s) has (have) completed his or her (their) program of study, whichever occurs first;

b. The college’s contributions to TIAA-CREF will be reduced proportionately as the faculty member’s salary is reduced. Access to funds in the faculty members’ college-sponsored
retirement plan will be allowed in accordance with his or her existing retirement plan and ERISA/IRS provisions in place at the time;

c. The disability insurance provided by the college will be discontinued at the end of the faculty member’s second year in the program.

2.11.4.1 Status and Privileges of Mid-Career Change and Retired Faculty Members
Colby-Sawyer College is committed to promoting close ties among its faculty members who have made mid-career changes or are retired. To this end, the following assistance and privileges are available to these faculty:

a. Upon making a mid-career change or retirement, a faculty member may exchange the Colby-Sawyer Identification Card for a Colby-Sawyer Alumni or Emerita/us Employee Card at the Safety Office and this card will provide, (subject to the current policies, restrictions and fees applicable to full-time faculty) access to Colby-Sawyer College’s recreational and athletic facilities, its library, bookstore, campus parking permits, and its cultural, athletic, and educational events;

b. Such a faculty member may take any course(s) at the college under the provisions of the college’s tuition remission plan. Further, if a spouse and/or dependent(s) is (are) receiving benefits under the tuition remission plan, such benefits will continue until the spouse and/or dependent(s) has (have) completed his (their) program of study, or for three years, whichever occurs first;

c. The Office of the Academic Vice President and Dean of Faculty, at the request of such a faculty member and provided that this person keeps his or her current address on file, will assure that notices of major campus activities are sent to the retired faculty member;

d. Such an Alumna/us or Emerita/us faculty member may attend the meetings and other activities of his or her former department. However, only those who have active faculty status by contract may vote in meetings;

e. These faculty members may participate in the college’s Convocation and Commencement exercises with appropriate academic regalia if they so wish;

f. The number of mid-career change options approved is at the discretion of the president.

2.11.5 Faculty Enrollment in Colby-Sawyer Courses
Full-time ranked faculty may enroll in up to two courses in any given semester at the college tuition free. Processing fees may apply.
2.12
Workload

2.12.1
Academic Expectations
a. Normal teaching loads vary from department to department. Generally those faculty teaching laboratory, studio courses or clinical practicum will have fifteen to eighteen hours of scheduled meetings with their students each week; other faculty will be scheduled for twelve hours a week;

b. Faculty members are expected to be in residence as provided in Section 2.12.2;

c. Faculty members are expected to meet their classes as scheduled. In case of unavoidable absence, the professor notifies the department chair, and the office of the academic dean;

d. Throughout the academic year, classes should be held on the day and at the time specified by the registrar; exceptions must be approved in writing by the academic dean. Therefore, unless an exception is approved, all classes are expected to convene at their regular times, including the day immediately preceding or following recess periods;

e. Faculty will not give written examinations during the final week of the fall and spring terms. All such examinations will be given during the scheduled final examination period. This in no way prohibits the use of quizzes during the final days of the fall and spring terms;

f. Changes in classroom assignments must be approved in advance by the registrar;

g. Faculty members are expected to attend academic convocations, commencement exercises, department meetings, and meetings of the faculty of the college; they are encouraged to attend all college-sponsored functions. Those planning to be absent from academic convocation or commencement must obtain written permission from the academic vice president and dean of faculty;

h. With the exception of those on leave or in the first year of service, faculty are expected to serve on at least one faculty committee;

i. Faculty are expected to be advisors to students, (See Student Advising section) and should keep complete, well organized files of all student evaluation instruments available for the academic vice president and dean of faculty and/or the Faculty Personnel Committee;

2.12.2
Definition of “Year”
While the formal academic year begins with Convocation and ends with Commencement, faculty members shall attend meetings and/or workshops that may be scheduled during the week prior to Convocation and the week following Commencement.
2.12.3
**Primary Faculty Responsibility**
The primary responsibility of a faculty member is to render to the college the most effective service possible and to devote his or her full working time to the college. At the same time, limited consulting and other outside activities of a professional nature are encouraged by the college where such activities give the faculty member experience and knowledge valuable to professional growth and development. These activities may help the member of faculty make worthy contributions to knowledge, or contribute to instructional programs, or otherwise make a positive contribution to the college or the community. However, these activities can never interfere with the faculty members’ full-time responsibilities.

2.12.4
**Outside Activities and Outside Professional Activities**
For purposes of this section, “outside activities” and “outside professional activities” are distinguished as follows:

a. “Outside Activities” are those activities, compensated or uncompensated, which are not included directly or indirectly, in a faculty member’s contractual obligations to the college; and which are not related to the faculty member’s academic specialty;

b. “Outside Professional Activities” are those activities compensated or uncompensated, which are related to the faculty member’s academic specialty which involve persons, entities, or governmental agencies other than the college (an “outside entity”) or programs administered through or sponsored by an outside entity. Examples of “outside professional activities” include:
   1. Practicing one’s profession on a limited basis;
   2. Providing professional, managerial, or technical consulting services to an outside entity;
   3. Serving on a committee, panel, or commission established by an outside entity;
   4. Testifying as an expert in administrative, legislative, or judicial hearings;
   5. Participating in or accepting a commission for a musical, dramatic, dance, or other artistic performance, or event sponsored by an outside entity; and
   6. Teaching at an institution other than the college.

2.12.4.1
**Examples of Usual Outside Professional Activities of Faculty**
Ordinarily, faculty are expected to engage in one or more of the following outside professional activities:

a. Writing of scholarly books, monographs and articles;

b. Participating in professional organizations, seminars, and colloquia that are relevant to the educational process at the college and/or to the individual’s academic interests;

c. Acting as a reviewer or editor for professional journals or book manuscripts; or

d. Presenting occasional lectures or papers at meetings of an outside entity.
2.12.4.2
Conflicts with Primary College Responsibility and Outside Activities
No outside service or enterprise, professional or other, should be undertaken that might interfere with the faculty member’s primary responsibility to the college. While each member of the faculty is encouraged to engage in outside professional activities, these must be clearly subordinate to his or her teaching, advising, research, and college service responsibilities.

2.12.4.3
Applicable Procedures
All “Outside Activities” and “Outside Professional Activities” are subject to college policy that conflict between such activities and a member of the faculty’s primary responsibility or the appearance thereof be avoided. A faculty member should inform the chair of the department and the academic vice president and dean of faculty prior to any instance where a conflict between his or her primary responsibility and his or her outside activity may arise. Such planning is in the best interests of the faculty member, the department, and the college.

2.12.5
Use of Facilities and Services
College facilities may be used by faculty members in connection with academic or scholarly activities without being subject to the requirements of prior approval or reimbursement.

While faculty members may utilize the services of the secretarial staff of their respective departments to assist in the preparation of professional articles, papers, review, etc., such clerical assistance should not interfere with the department’s daily official work.

Except for the use of office space assigned to a faculty member and available library services, college facilities (including, without limitation, computers, and other equipment) may be used by faculty members in connection with “outside activities” and “professional outside activities” only after written approval by the chair of the faculty member’s department, the academic vice president and dean of faculty, and the person responsible for operation of the facility or equipment. In all cases, the faculty member or his or her outside employer or sponsor will pay the rate established by the college for the use of the facility, equipment, materials, or services.

2.12.6
Use of the College Name and Seal
The college’s name and seal are the exclusive property of the college and, consequently, may not be used in connection with goods or services offered by any outside organization without the prior permission of the academic vice president and dean of faculty. Faculty members publish a considerable number of reports in the form of bulletins, circulars, scientific articles, monographs, and books, some of which are copyrighted and others which are not. Material from such recognized publications is, of course, quotable, and proper recognition should be given both to the individual author and to the college in connection with such quotations.

Official stationary may not be used in connection with “outside activities” except with respect to academic and scholarly activities. No report or statement relating to outside activities may use
the name of Colby-Sawyer College or be attributed to it. The use of official college titles for personal gain or publicity is prohibited without the written approval of the academic vice president and dean of faculty.

2.12.7
College Assumes No Responsibility
The college assumes no responsibility for the competence of performance of “Outside Activities” engaged in by a faculty member, nor may any responsibility be implied in any advertising with respect to such activities. Faculty members may not represent themselves as acting on behalf of the college.

2.12.8
Political Activity
Faculty members, as citizens, are free to engage in political activities. Any member of the faculty who wishes to engage in direct political activity which will involve a substantial amount of time away from the performance of his or her college responsibilities (e.g., holding or running for political office, managing a campaign, directing group action on behalf of a political candidate or issue) is expected to work out a mutual agreement for leave of absence with the department chair and the academic vice president and dean of faculty before undertaking such activity.

The terms of such leave of absence will be set forth in writing, and the leave will not affect unfavorably the tenure status of a faculty member, except that time spent on such leave will not count as probationary service unless otherwise agreed to.

2.12.9
Compliance and Enforcement
Department chairs and the academic vice president and dean of faculty are available for advance consultation with respect to potential conflicts between a member of the faculty’s primary responsibility and outside activities. The college expects faculty and staff members to seek advice from these sources.

If the department chair, or the academic vice president and dean of faculty, are concerned about whether a faculty member is meeting the standards of this policy, the chair will discuss this with the faculty member. If a satisfactory resolution cannot be reached, the chair will advise the academic vice president and dean of faculty. The academic vice president and dean of faculty will meet with the faculty member to resolve the issue.

2.13
Working Conditions

2.13.1
Creative Works Policy: Copyright Law Compliance
All employees of the college, including but not limited to staff, faculty and administrators, shall conduct their activities on behalf of the college, including but not limited to any research or
writing activities, in such a fashion as to meet and comply with all the requirements of the United States copyright laws and regulations (Title 17 U.S.C.).

As a condition of employment, each employee agrees to accept responsibility for reading and understanding the applicable requirements of the copyright law and for complying with those requirements. In the event that a copyright infringement occurs as a result of the acts of an employee, if the employee is able to demonstrate good faith compliance with the law, as determined by the college, the employee shall not be required to indemnify the college for any damages, judgments, or costs which may be obtained against the college for the acts of the employee.

If, however, an employee willfully, intentionally, or without good faith violates the copyright provisions, the employee shall be solely liable for all losses, damages, judgments, and costs of whatsoever kind or nature that may be incurred. Should the college, its officers, employees or agents, be named in any legal or equitable action arising from such wrongful infringement, the employee agrees to save, hold harmless, and indemnify each of them against all loses, damages, fees (including attorney’s fees), or other penalties, monetary or otherwise, that may be incurred as a result of such conduct.

2.13.1.1 Use of Copyrighted Material
Faculty are responsible for knowing and observing the laws concerning the use of copyrighted material.

Section 107 of the Federal Copyright Law Revision of 1978 provides that “fair use” of a copyrighted work, including use by reproduction in copies, for purposes such as “teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright.” The four statutory criteria used to determine whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use include:

a. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for non-profit educational uses;

b. The nature of copyrighted work;

c. The amount or substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and

d. The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.

Multiple copying for classroom use cannot exceed the number of pupils in a class; must meet strict tests of brevity, spontaneity, and non-cumulative effect; and must include a notice of copyright. “Brevity” is defined in strict and arbitrary volume terms, e.g. no more than 250 words from a poem, between 500 and 1,000 words of prose but up to 2,500 words of a complete article. “Spontaneity” requires permission. “Cumulative effect” limits copying by each instructor of a given item to only one course in the school, not more than nine instances of multiple copying for
one course during one class term, and not more than one item from the same author nor three from the same collective work or periodical volume during one class term. Under the guidelines copies may not:

a. be used as a substitute for anthologies, compilations or collective works;

b. be made of “consumable” materials such as workbooks;

c. be a substitute for purchases, be directed by higher authority, or be repeated with respect to the same item by the same teacher from term to term;

d. be the subject of a charge to the student beyond actual copying cost.

Videotaping of television programs for classroom use from commercial television programming should be tested by the above statutory criteria for fair use. Before video taping television programs for classroom use from a public broadcasting agency, the institution should contact the local broadcasting station as to the list of programs which schools may record off the air.

Institution employees desirous of using copies of material created by others are responsible for determining its copyright status and should obtain written permission from the copyright owner before using the material except when the “fair use” criteria stated above are met.

2.13.1.2 Policy Revisions
Copyright and patent law is a constantly changing area of expertise. Due to changes in the laws which may occur, this policy may undergo revision from time to time in order to adapt to the legislative changes or differing interpretations of the laws. The policy shall be reviewed annually by the Executive Committee of the faculty (2.1.5, Article V, Section 2) which shall recommend necessary changes to the president of the college. All faculty and staff shall receive updated information on the changes as they occur.

2.13.2 Academic Regalia
Academic regalia may be rented or bought through the college bookstore.

2.13.3 Private Property on Campus
The college cannot provide loss or liability insurance for private property kept on campus.
2.13.4  
Closing of the college  
The Board of Trustees or the president of the college, or persons acting under their authority,  
may close the college due to circumstances beyond the college’s control which impair its ability  
to continue normal operations. Such circumstances may include, but are not limited to,  
inclement weather, natural disaster, labor disputes, national emergencies, or other forces majeure  
or circumstances beyond the college’s control.  

Announcement of the cancellation of classes of the college shall be disseminated by means of  
local radio stations. In the case of inclement weather, employees may also call the college  
switchboard. If the college is closed or is on a delayed-opening schedule, a pre-recorded  
message will so indicate; if the schedule is unchanged, the caller will hear the regular greeting.  

2.13.5  
Hazardous Waste  
Faculty members who handle toxic or hazardous substances on behalf of the college are required  
to maintain, use, and dispose of such substances in accordance with applicable federal, state and  
local laws and regulations as a condition of their employment. The employees must attend a  
training session within one month following the beginning of the term in which they are hired  
and must attend a refresher session at least annually. These training sessions shall be scheduled  
by the vice president for administration and be taught by the Chemical Hygiene Officer. The  
employees may obtain assistance in ascertaining their obligations under these laws and  
regulations from the Chemical Hygiene Officer. Any employees who violate any such laws,  
unless such violation occurs despite reasonable reliance upon advice given by the college, shall  
be deemed to have acted outside the scope of their authority.  

2.13.6  
Human Participants in Research  
To ensure the psychological and physiological safety and well-being of any individual involved  
in a research project, any research using people (including, but not limited to, surveys,  
questionnaires, observations, interviews, or experiments) requires written prior approval of the  
Institutional Review Board.  

2.13.7  
Animal Research or Other College Sponsored Activity  
To ensure that animals are cared for humanely and safely, any college-sponsored research or  
classroom activity involving animals requires written prior approval from the academic vice  
president and dean of faculty.  

2.13.8  
Children and Infants on the College Campus
2.13.9
Pets
Personally owned animals, birds, reptiles or other pets are not allowed in college housing, classrooms, or laboratories.

2.14
Leaves and Absences

2.14.1
Absences
Faculty members shall inform their department chair and the academic dean’s office of their absence on any scheduled day when they are unable to meet their classes or perform other duties. The chair, in turn, shall notify the academic vice president and dean of faculty of all such absences and whether the faculty member’s duties can and will be made up. Absences of six or more consecutive days will be addressed through provisions of the Employee Handbook.

2.14.2
Leaves with Pay

2.14.2.1
Short-Term Disability Leave
The college complies with all provisions of the Family and Medical Leave Act in providing disability leave for full-time ranked faculty. Pay and benefits are addressed in the college’s short-term disability insurance policy available from the Human Resources Office.

2.14.2.2
Civil Duty Leave
A ranked faculty member who is validly subpoenaed or summoned to involuntarily appear or serve as a juror during regularly scheduled work hours in a judicial forum, or compelled to appear before a judicial, legislative, or administrative body with civil power to compel attendance, shall be entitled to receive leave for a period of time necessary for such appearance. Civil leave shall then be granted for appearances as an expert witness for a party to litigation. The leave must be approved in advance in writing by the appropriate department chair. The college will compensate the faculty member for the difference between any compensation received and the individual’s normal base salary for the same period.

2.14.2.3
Military Leave
The college shall comply with all applicable laws regarding reinstatement.

Active duty shall be defined to include participation in assemblies or annual training pursuant to any valid order of the command under which the employee serves, or attendance at service schools conducted by the Armed Forces or the United States. This would include voluntary assignments for a period not to exceed fourteen (14) calendar days in any 365 calendar day period.
2.14.2.4
Bereavement Leave
In the case of the death of a member of the immediate family, close relative, or close friend, a faculty member shall be excused from work by the academic vice president and dean of faculty. Arrangements for covering classes and other responsibilities must be made with the academic vice president and dean of faculty and the department chair.

2.14.2.5
Mountain Day
This day is for faculty, non-academic employees, and students to participate in a fellowship which has become a tradition at the college.

Full-time and pro rata faculty are expected to participate in this activity. Mountain Day will be considered a normal working day.

2.14.3
Leave without Pay
a. Leaves of absence without pay may be granted to a faculty person for a period of no more than one year. A leave may be granted for health or personal reasons. Personal reasons include education, research, professional development, or family matters, including adoption and infant rearing or other extraordinary circumstances.

b. Faculty members must apply to the academic vice president and dean of faculty for a leave of absence.
   1. Each request for leave without pay is considered on the merits of the individual case. The academic vice president and dean of faculty will assess the effect of the faculty member’s absence on the department and the college.
   2. During the leave of absence the faculty member may continue participation in the Medical and Dental insurance plans at the faculty member’s expense. The faculty member may continue to contribute to TIAA/CREF, but the college will not contribute.

c. Procedures
   1. Application for leaves of absence should be submitted to the academic vice president and dean of faculty with a copy to the department chair, at least five months before the proposed leave.
   2. The department chair will submit to the academic vice president and dean of faculty a statement of the impact of the proposed leave on the department.

d. The period of the leave normally will not be included among the years required for eligibility for a sabbatical leave, promotion, or tenure.

e. Faculty members on approved leaves of six months or longer should notify the academic vice president and dean of faculty in writing on or before February 1 or September 1 as applicable of their intention to return to work the following semester. Failure to meet this notice will be considered a resignation from the college.
2.15
Fringe Benefits
Fringe benefits are administered consistently for all employees, including faculty. Current benefit information is available from the Office of Human Resources.

2.16
Faculty Grievance Procedure

2.16.1
Intent
The college recognizes and endorses the importance of academic due process and of resolving grievances properly without fear of prejudice or reprisal. Accordingly the college encourages the informal and prompt settlement of grievances, as defined below. It is the intent of the college that these processes be the sole method for the resolution of all grievances.

When a faculty member has filed a complaint with an outside agency (including a court) arising out of a set of facts, the Academic Review Board will not hear a complaint grounded on the same set of facts, regardless of the disposition by that agency of the complaint. If a faculty member files a complaint with an outside agency after initiating a grievance under this procedure, the grievance automatically will be suspended pending resolution of the outside complaint. Upon resolution of the outside complaint, those portions of the grievance that are outside the purview of the external agency, or that have not been decided or dismissed for a substantive reason by the agency, may resume and be heard and decided as if the suspension had not occurred. It is the responsibility of the grievant to report the resolution to the academic vice president and dean of faculty and request the grievance be resumed. The decision of the outside agency will not be made known to the Academic Review Board unless the grievant chooses to do so.

2.16.2
Definition
A grievance (“grievance”) is defined as an allegation by one or more faculty members that there has been: a) a claimed breach, misinterpretation, or misapplication of the terms of college policy or procedure as set forth in the Faculty Handbook or; b) a claimed infringement of the rights of a faculty member, as set forth in the Faculty Handbook, which relate to appointment, reappointment, tenure, promotion, dismissal, suspension, reassignment, or termination.

2.16.3
Eligibility
The ranked full-time and pro rata faculty (which does not include adjunct faculty or staff with teaching responsibilities) are eligible to use the grievance procedure set forth herein.

2.16.4
Timeliness
A grievance is timely only if filed within 30 days of the action complained of.
2.16.5
Procedure
In order to initiate a grievance, a faculty member ("grievant") must prepare and file with the academic vice president and dean of faculty and the coordinator of the grievance procedure (who is appointed by the academic vice president and dean of faculty and serves as a nonvoting member of the board), within the applicable time limit, a Statement of Grievance setting forth in detail at least the following information:

a. Name, department, date of appointment, faculty rank, and contact information of grievant;

b. Narrative statement of factual allegations, including specific dates of actions complained of and identification of all knowledgeable persons;

c. A statement of the basis on which the factual allegations, if proven, constitute either
   1. a breach, misinterpretation, or misapplication of the terms of college policy or procedure as set forth in the *Faculty Handbook* or,
   2. an infringement of the rights of a faculty member, as set forth in the *Faculty Handbook*, which relate to appointment, reappointment, tenure, promotion, dismissal, suspension, reassignment, or termination.

d. All documentary evidence supporting the faculty member’s position in the grievance; and

e. A clear and specific statement of the relief sought.

If any individual noted in this procedure is the subject of the grievance, the president shall appoint an alternate. Upon receipt of a grievance, the coordinator will empanel a five-member panel of the Academic Review Board to consider the grievance, and will notify the grievant of the membership of the panel. Such panel will be made up of the three regular tenured members of the board (or, if a regular member is unable to serve, one or more alternates) and the two regular untenured members of the board (or, if a regular member is unable to serve, one or more alternates). Once a panel is composed it shall, by majority vote, select one of its members to serve as chair. Each member of a panel is responsible for determining whether he or she is able to hear and decide the grievance before the panel in a fair and unbiased fashion. A panel member who believes he or she cannot fairly hear and decide a particular grievance shall decline to participate in such grievance as a panel member. A grievant may within three days of notice of the composition of a panel object to the service of one or more panel members by providing to the coordinator a written statement of the basis for objection. The coordinator will promptly forward to all panel members the statement of challenge, any challenged member shall notify the coordinator whether he or she will step down, and, in the event any challenged member does not step down, he or she shall serve provided a majority of the non-challenged members votes in favor of his or her service on the panel. The coordinator will fill any vacated seat on the panel by lot, from those potential members from the same category of faculty represented by the disqualified member. The academic vice president and dean of faculty shall, upon receipt of a Statement of Grievance, appoint an individual to serve as college representative with respect to the grievance.
A grievant may be assisted in the grievance process by an advisor who is a member of the faculty. A grievant and the college may each, at their own respective expense, retain counsel to assist in the grievance process. The Academic Review Board panel may request that the academic vice president and dean of faculty appoint counsel for the panel; if such request is granted, the expense of such counsel shall be borne by the college.

Once a Statement of Grievance is filed, the faculty grievance procedure is comprised of up to four steps:

a. Preliminary Review

b. Grievance Hearing and Recommended Action

c. Presidential Action

d. Discretionary Appeal to Board of Trustees

2.16.5.1 Preliminary Review

Upon receipt of a Statement of Grievance and composition of a panel by the coordinator, the Academic Review Board panel shall conduct a preliminary review to determine whether it will hear the grievance. Preliminary review is not intended to determine whether a particular grievance has merit, but rather whether, if the grievant were able to prove his or her allegations, he or she might be entitled to relief. Grounds for declining to hear a grievance include: lack of subject matter jurisdiction; failure to identify a cognizable grievance; untimeliness; inadequate Statement of Grievance; similarity to prior grievance; pending outside proceeding.

In conducting its preliminary review, the Academic Review Board panel may meet with the grievant and may obtain information from any source and in any manner it determines to be necessary or useful in reaching a decision.

The Academic Review Board panel will issue a decision on whether it will hear a grievance within 30 days of the filing of a Statement of Grievance with the coordinator. If the Academic Review Board panel determines on the basis of its preliminary review that it will not hear a grievance, it will dismiss the grievance and so inform the grievant in writing, providing a brief explanation for its dismissal. Dismissal of a grievance is not appealable, and cannot serve as the basis for a grievance. If the Academic Review Board determines that it will hear a grievance, it will so inform the grievant and proceed to Grievance Hearing and Recommended Action (below).

2.16.5.2 Grievance Hearing and Recommended Action

Once an Academic Review Board panel has determined to hear a grievance, its chair will meet with the grievant and college representative on procedural matters and obtain input from them regarding schedule, information and documents needed, witnesses, issues for decision, and similar issues. The chair shall have power to set hearing dates and deadlines for submissions,
and to make all procedural rulings, including rulings in advance of the hearing or at the hearing on relevance and admissibility of evidence, including witness testimony. The chair may require advance submission of proposed exhibits and identification of witnesses (with proposed areas of testimony) from the grievant and college representative. The coordinator will provide such assistance as may be requested by the chair.

The panel shall have the power, through the chair, to request submission of information, or appearance at a hearing, from any individual. Hearing procedure is informal. Formal rules of evidence will not apply. The chair with the advice of the panel, will determine the schedule, order, and manner of proceeding, including ruling on admissibility of testimony, manner of examining and cross-examining witnesses, and duration of hearings. The panel will arrange for audio or video recording of the proceedings, and make available copies of such recordings to the panel itself, the grievant, and the college representative, who may at their own respective expense have them transcribed. A grievant may request that a hearing shall be open to the members of the college community; in the absence of such a request, a hearing shall be closed to all but the participants.

A grievant has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence all necessary elements of his or her grievance. After hearing the evidence, the panel shall close the hearing and engage in private deliberations. The panel will prepare a written proposed decision and provide such decision (and any supporting materials it wishes to include) to the grievant, the college representative, and the president.

2.16.5.3 Presidential Review
Within 10 days of the issuance of the panel’s proposed decision, the grievant and college representative may each provide to the president, with a copy to the other, a statement in support of or in opposition to the proposed decision. Upon receipt of the proposed decision, the president may request from the panel, the grievant, the college representative, or any other individual, any additional information he or she desires. The president shall issue a final decision adopting, rejecting, modifying, or remanding the proposed decision.

2.16.5.4 Alternative Dispute Resolution
At any stage after the initiation of a grievance, the grievant, the college representative, or the chair may request alternative dispute resolution. Determination of whether to undertake alternative dispute resolution, and in what form, rests in the discretion of the chair, but no such process may occur without the agreement of both grievant and college representative. If the grievant and college representative reach agreement on a resolution through alternative dispute resolution, they shall communicate that resolution in writing to the chair, who will terminate the grievance process. Grievances terminated in this manner will be treated as withdrawn, and no further grievance based on the same set of facts will be heard.
2.17

Human Rights Policy
It is the policy of the college not to discriminate unlawfully against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, age, marital status, sex, national origin, ancestry, religion, veteran’s status, sexual orientation, or disability. This policy includes, but is not limited to:

a. Recruitment and employment of applicants who possess the necessary qualifications and/or experience for appointment to the faculty;

b. Renewal of faculty contract, tenure, promotion, and separation;

c. Sabbatical leave or other leave with or without pay; faculty development programs, grants, awards sponsored by the college;

d. Establishment of salary, benefits, workload, and other rights (see Sections 2.10, 2.12, 2.13) belonging to a faculty member.

Moreover, it is the policy of the college that no employee shall discriminate against another employee on any of these grounds.

2.18

Employment Conflict of Interest
It should be deemed a conflict of interest in employment at the college for an employee to serve in a direct supervisory capacity over a relative, dependent or household member.
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